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Boardannouncestuitionincrease
Boardannoun~
Sarah Hopson
Staff writer
CovThe cost of attending Cov
camenant College and living on cam
pus will go up next year. On
October 1, 1998 the Executive
Committee of the Board of Trust
Trustees passed a motion to raise the
Ocfees. At a meeting on Friday, Oc
2,.1998, the Board as a whole
tober 2,1998,
approved the increase.
Tuition will go up by seven
and a half percent, which means
that the average tuition for fall of
1999 will be $7200. In addition, room
will increase by fifteen percent, and
board will be raised by five per
percent. The percentages translated
into numbers mean a jump from
$983 to $$1130
1130 for room per semessemes

ter. On average, board will cost
$1070 per semester, compared to
year's fee of $1020. The inthis year’s
in
creases-combined
creases combined equal an overall
increase in fees of eight percent of
this year’s
year's total. The average cost
for a student for the fall of 1998 is
$8703. Next year the cost will rise
to $9400 per semester.
The reasons for the increases
“are
ones," said Bob
"are not new ones,”
AdminHarbert, Vice President of Admin
istration and Finance. The primary
reason is to create a pool of
money used to improve the pay
perof the faculty and staff. Four per
cent of the eight percent increase
in tuition will going into this fund.
facCurrently the salaries of the fac
ulty and staff are below the mean
percentage for a private instituinstitu

tion like Covenant College. For
example, professors here are paid
75 percent of the average salary
for professors at colleges in the
same category as Covenant.
inThere has not been an in
crease in the salary pool in the
last two years. The college will
perraise salaries up to eighty per
cent of the median pay. Only in
curthose cases where pay is cur
rently below eighty percent of
average will there be an increase.
The second reason for
higher costs is depreciation. The
increase in room and board plus
perapproximately two and a half per
cent of the eight percent tuition
depreincrease will go towards depre
ciation.
"DeAccording to Harbert, “De-

see Tuition, page 4

Renowned scholar to visit
Marsden this year’s Staley lecturer
Marty Marquis
Staff writer
-------------------------------------- —
Dr. George Marsden, Francis
A. McAnaney Professor of History at Notre Dame and author of
several books, will be on campus
October 28 and 29 to give a series
of lectures.
“Marsden is a top-rate reformed scholar,” said Covenant
Professor of History Dr. Louis
Voskuil. “He knows what it means
to address a secular world, both
from within the Christian community, and from the realm of secular
academics.”
Marsden’s visit, like those of
past Staley lecturers, is an outworking of the Staley Distinguished
Christian Scholar Lecture Program.
The program, which is the project
of the Thomas F. Staley Founda-

tion of New York, seeks to bring
outstanding believing scholars to
American campuses.
Last year’s Campus Activities
Board is responsible for choosing
Marsden from a list of potential
lecturers provided by the Staley
Foundation. Along with the list,
the Foundation makes moneys
available in order to pay for the
lecturer’s visit. According to Vice
President of Student Affairs Scott
Raymond, Covenant was given approxim ately $3000 to bring
Marsden here,
Marsden will speak at Chapel
Assemblies Wednesday, October
28, and Thursday, October 29, at
11 a.m. He will also deliver evening
addresses each of those dates at
7:30 p.m., also in the Chapel. The
evening addresses will include a
question and answer segment.

Million dollar gift provides
opportunties for students
can't get access to
grant in an eighty-five page pro
pro- people who can’t
credit”
both
in
the United States
credit"
posal presented to the Maclellan
Staff writer
and
internationally.
Food for the
Foundation, which they reviewed
Hungry
is
already
working
in con
consub
On Wednesday, Septem
Septem- and then approved. Dr. Fikkert subjunction
with
Dr.
Fikkert
and
the
ber 16,
16,1998,
Profes- mitted a condensed proposal to the
1998, Assistant Profes
departm
ent
on
a
department
economics
sor of Economics Dr. Brian Chattanooga Christian Community
in
the
Philippines.
The
project
apalso_ ap
Fikkert received a $1.2
$ 1.2 million
million- Foundation, which they also
leader- Chalmers Center however, will be
grant, the combined donation proved due primarily to the leader
of the Maclellan Foundation ship of President Frank Brock. much more than a credit agency; it
"Presi- will seek to minister to the poor. Dr.
and the Chattanooga Christian According to Dr. Fikkert, “Presi
Center's purpose
"The Center’s
dent Brock’s
cru- Fikkert said, ‘The
Brock's leadership was cru
Community Foundation.
will
be
largely
of trying to re
re- one
happen."
The grant will fund the cial in making this happen.”
vive
a
role
that
the
evangelical
wil! match their
If someone will
Chalmers Center for Economic
historically."
lo- offer, the Maclellan Foundation church has played historically.”
Development, which will be lo
“Microenterprise”
was devel
devel"Microenterprise!'
addicated on Covenant’s
Covenant's campus. In has offered to contribute addi
oped
for
low-income
people
who
his executive summary, Dr. tional funding that will bring the
cannot
get
loans
to
expand
their
I .5 million. Dr.
of$$ 1.5
Fikkert states the Center will "as“as grant to a total of
syssist the Church of Jesus Christ Fikkert seems certain that someone small businesses. Under this sys
tem,
these
people
receive
at
loans
atch the
match
worldwide in declaring the King
King- will be found to m
a
lower
interest
rate
than
normally
Chifoundation's offer. He flew to Chi
dom of God in word and in deed foundation’s
by training college students, cago on October 13 to speak with possible, while the contributing
pastors, missionaries, churches, representatives from Opportunity organizations benefit financially
and Christian ministries in the International about contributing by being permitted to continue the
loaning process.
implementation of holistic, money to the project.
For instance, an organization
Dr. Fikkert says that the
church-based programs to bring
will
decide to loan money to a
do
spiritual transformation and ecoeco Chalmers Center will use funds donomic development to the poor.”
poor." nated by various organizations to
see Million, page 4
“provide loans to low income
Dr. Fikkert requested the "provide

Heather Shannon Honaker

“holistic ministry intregrated into the church”
church"
Dr. Fikkert: "holistic

Monique Good
Good
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part three: lord of anything
Bob DeMoss’s recent chapel appearances were
instructive in several ways. As those who were in
the chapel will perhaps recall, DeMoss’s October
8 presentation included a short segment during
which samples of various popular songs were
played. Accompanying lyrics were projected onto
a screen for everyone in attendance to read.
The songs he had pasted together were pep
pered with references to coitus and violence, and
the artists featured seemingly incapable of refined
artistic expression. His presentation thus enabled
those who attended to familiarize themselves, at
east cursorily, with aspects of the mass media
that have probably never before received airtime
in a Covenant College chapel assembly.
This multi-media collage was meant to indi
cate American culture’s lack of moral mooring.
In the context of some of the remarks he made, it
may have served this purpose well. But I think
more than anything, DeMoss’s presentation was
a wonderful index of the general lack o f refine
m ent among popular artists in contemporary
American culture.
it
Here’s what I mean. Sex and violence have al
ways been popular subject matters. From Homer
to the book of Judges to Shakespeare to the five
o ’clock news, there is nothing new about sex
and violence being represented in various and
sundry modes of cultural discourse.
It strikes me then, that what DeMoss was ob
jecting to, primarily, was the vulgarity with which
these subjects are often depicted in the late twen
tieth-century. Let us be clear: the term “vulgar’
refers to a deficiency in taste, delicacy, or refine
ment. To designate a culture or artifact as vulgar
has nothing to do with the pronouncement of
moral judgments.
Furthermore, American culture is, characteristi
cally, a rather vulgar culture. When Europeans
first settled in the wild Eastern woods of North
America, a sense of delicacy was irrelevant to the
task at hand. American democracy has only exac
erbated this cultural trait, since political clout could
be had by any white male, regardless of social
station or educational refinement.
My point is that pervasive vulgarity, as such, is
not particular to the late twentieth-century. Nor is
a cultural artifact’s lack of refinement a suitable
criterion for situating it along some grand spec
trum of morality. I repeat: the frequency with which
the f-word appears in a given song is in no way
indicative of that song’s moral standing.
I hope DeMoss’s presentation alerted folks at
Covenant to the vulgar manner in which Christianity is regularly portrayed on campus. Often, a po
tentially sophisticated religion is reduced to a gross
expression of the sentiments of the moral majority.
Vulgar is very easy to swallow. That’s why so many
millions of dollars are made by record companies
hawking vulgar wares. For Christians like DeMoss,
the situation is no different. Vulgar simply sells bet
ter. And everybody’s gotta makoetnfe meet. Right?
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Christians and information
2, 1998
October 2,1998
We would like.
like to say thank you for
including Blessing Oguntegi's
Oguntegi’s article on
Nigeria in the current issue of the Bagpipe.
We Christians need to be informed on
world-not just the
what’s
what's going on in the world—not
headline news, but the ongoing events and
struggles of countries like Nigeria. We have
many foreign students and MKs ["mission[“mission
ary kids"]
kids”] on campus, but most folks either
don't
don’t think to or take the time to or don't
don’t
poscare to tap their resources. Could you pos
sibly make it a point to continue this theme
apin future issues? This would be greatly ap
preciated. We feel it would help Covenant
students look beyond the cyclical norms of
our limited world here at Covenant.
Sincerely,
SarahLown
Sarah Lown
Liz Sands

In defense of capitalism
1998
October 3,
3,1998
pubIn his second "unamerica"
“unamerica” article, pub
lished in the 2 October 1998 edition ofBagof Bag
pipe, John Perkins poses the question of
capiwhether American Christians accept capi
talism because it is Biblical or because it is
American. While I entirely agree with him
that many Christians fail to understand why
they think the way they do (as Americans,
and more fundamentally, as Greeks), I think
that the example of capitalism versus soso
cialism is a poor one to illustrate this ten
tendency.
The problem with Perkins’
Perkins' example is
that he does not understand (or
(or does not
state) the heart of the capitalism/socialism
sys
debate. He seems to reduce the two systems to the values each one appears to pro
pro“value of work,”
work," for capitalism,
mote: the "value
community,"
"notion of work for community,”
and the “notion
for socialism. Perkins comments that both
of these values seem to be consistent with
Christians’
Christianity, implying that many Christians'
insistence on capitalism is unfounded.

However, neither of the values stated above
are
with either
are· necessarily inconsistent 'with
besystem. The 'fundamental
fundamental difference be
potween capitalism and socialism is their po
sition on the role of government in the
distrieconomy and in the acquisition and distri
bution of wealth.
weal th. While the American ideal
is commonly thought to be capitalism,
capitalism,
America is equally or perhaps more socialsocial
istic than it is capitalistic, and has been for
time. Christians that believe in farm
longtime.
a long
subsidies, tariffs, and guaranteed student
Chrisloans are far more American than Chris
tians who believe in capitalism.
As Perkins pointed out, the question
themselves
C hristians should ask them
selves is
Christians
whether or not capitalism is Biblical. This
question is much easier to answer when
procapitalism is not equated merely to the pro
motion of a particular value. Does the Bible
say anything about the state's
state’s role in the
economy of a nation? Looking to Old CovCov
commost
the
provides
com
enant Israel, which
plete example of how God structured a
society, one will soon see that God did not
give government any kind of authority over
the economy beyond the ability to punish
theft. God repeatedly commands His people
or to work for socito take care of the poor ((or
soci
Perkins' words) but there is no indiety, in Perkins’
indi
cation that this command was ever intended
to be enforced by the state. Rather than a
government,
ci vii command enforced by the government,
civil
this command was a covenantal obligation
enforced by God Himself. God is a much
better judge than the state of when these
requirements have not been met, and a much
more terrifying one to be punished by.
In response to Perkins, I would argue
that capitalism is Biblical while socialism is
not. Far from being Arrninian,
Arminian, capitalism is
inherently Calvinistic; it states that only
God is sovereign over all areas of
life. Man
oflife.
pos(the state) is not sovereign; he only pos
sesses sovereignty as it is specifically del
delegated to him by God. Biblical capitalism
responsidoes not teach that one has no responsi
bility to the
responsit~e poor (although that responsi
bility has to be carefully defined); it only

reminds us that we are responsible to God
and not to the state. The real Arminians are
the ones who believe that the state must
become the savior and right every wrong
socialists).
in the world (i.e., socialists).
Most of us, I suspect, are held captive
to pagan ideology far more than we realize;
every-effort
every effort should be taken to see whether
or not our thinking is in line with Scripture.
Scripture.
valuperforms_aa valu
Perkins realizes this and performs
able service by pointing this out. However,
I do not believe that true capitalism is out
of accord with the tenets of our faith; rather,
govwe should ask ourselves why we view gov
ernment the way we do, and whether that
view is from Jerusalem or from Athens.
Sincerely,
Stephen R. Lindemann

Coming to terms with racism
8, 1998
October 8,1998
assignment
ent for the
this. assignm
So, I got this
6) to ask people
[seepage
Out" box [see
"Speak
“Speak Out”
page 6]
at Covenant College what they think of the
number of black students here, if it needed
to be changed, when and how it could be
changed. I know this question was not quite
as light-hearted or as harmless as previous
overones, but I had no idea how confused, over
whelmed, and sick to my stomach I would
be for the rest of the day after beginning
this inquiry.
beI was confused and sickened not be
cause of the responses I got so much as
rebecause of the questions that those re
sponses forced me to ask myself: Am I a
racist? Deep down inside, do I think I’m
I'm
better? Why have I been so oblivious to
rac. the problem of racism for so long? Is rac
ism in the North different from racism in the
it's much less
South? I think so. I think it’s
obvious in the North—but
it's still there;
North-but it’s
I'm from the
and I think it is partly because I’m
North that I’ve
I've never had to give it much
thought.
What disturbs me is not so much that
there are so few blacks at Covenant, but

PCA,
that there are so few blacks in the PC
A,
denominations. Why
and other Reformed denominations.
is that? Would they be uncomfortable if
they were there? And what is meant by the
stu"black" anyway? There are black stu
word “black”
Ugand~
dents here from Liberia, Nigeria, Uganda,
can-we
Chattanooga. How can
Pittsburgh,
we
Pittsburgh, and Chattanooga.
conlump them all into one category? It just con
me .
fuses things. At least, it confuses me.
To make it more complicated, blacks
Covaren’t
aren't the only minority group here at Cov
enant. So why is the emphasis usually put
that's
on them? Is it the legacy of slavery that’s
in the back of our minds? Can we make it all
go away? What if the shoe were on the
I've had
other foot? The only experience I’ve
"minority" was the semester I
of being a “minority”
spent in Surinamo, in South America. I was
one of only two white people living within
day's canoe ride. This
a radius of half a day’s
experience may compare to that of a Liberian
comcoming to Covenant, but it does not com
pare to an African-American coming to
Covenant from just down the mountain. So
I admit I cannot relate.
confuI'm alone in my confu
don't think I’m
I don’t
sion. I think the person who said in this
didn't think it was a
"I didn’t
issue’s
issue's Speak Out, “I
haven't really thought about
problem, but I haven’t
problem," represents a
it, so maybe it is a problem,”
lot of us. We’re
We're white kids who grew up in
white communities and thought it all ended
with the Civil War. What has made me sick
to my stomach today was realizing that I
actually thought this way for so long.
Again, there’s
there's that nagging question:
Am I a racist? By ignoring the fact that
racism exists, have I ignored the fact that
I’m
of it? I pray that this is not the
I'm guilty of
case! I do not want to set up ridiculous
barriers between myself and my fellow hu
human beings—not
to
mention
my
brothers
beings-not
and sisters in Christ! And if
raciflI am not a rac
ist, it was still worth all of this anxiety and
nausea to realize that racism is a real prob
problem. Now that I’m
I'm aware of it I hope to be
more understanding, and more of a sup
support to people who suffer because of it.
Teresa Fink ·

Propaganda the same as it ever was: bagpipe archive, 10.26.81
“Ideas at War”
Andrew Lohr
Past writer
“One big reason Communism is win
ning World War III is that no ideology of
comparable power is opposed to it. Marx’s
name, though taken in vain, is a name to
conjure with...
“Why hasn’t Christianity destroyed
Communism? God is the Almighty and His
Word is the truth. But He sustains the ordi

nary workings of nature for a period we
don’t know. Christians therefore, if Com
munism is wrong, should focus their ideol
ogy and effort against it in due measure.
Some Communists expect victory on the
ground that Christians will not do this.
“Christian political action is not an al
ternative to, but a part of, revival. If Com
munism conquers the world and then tries
to suppress Christianity, or if it collapses
but is replaced by another irreligious sys
tem, Christian individuals will be no worse
off, but the world as a whole will be no

better off than is now the case. On the other
hand, if Christianity becomes the primary
human religion, it will take effect for good
in every sphere of life...
“Abroad, the Soviet empire, the chief
manifestation of Communism, should be
dismantled. This can be done, I believe, by
1) stressing Christianity as an ideology
against Communism, 2) preparing the forces
necessary to win any war the Communists
start, and winning such a war, 3) improving
human stewardship of the creation, thereby
making Christendom richer than the Soviet

empire, and 4) encouraging dissident ele
ments such as Poland, refugees, and
Solzhenitsyn.
“Red China is not an immediate pfoblem. Christendom will not defeat Soviet
Communism without men of a caliber that
can handle Chinese Communism. If Soviet
Communism overruns the West and the
Third World, the Chinese political problems
will not be Christianity’s to solve...
“See you in either Moscow or Siberia
after the war.”
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Tuition, from page 1
preciation
account
prcciation is recognition by the accountyou're wearing out your
ing industry that you’re
fixed assets like buildings, computers,
fixed.
requireetc." A recently added require
equipment, etc.”
ment in accounting is that private nonprofit
organizations must .list
list depreciation as an
expense. At the time of this change, the
Southern Association of Colleges and
Schools declared that in order for Covenant
to remain accredited, the college had to have
$ 1.3 million budgeted for depreciation. Cov$1.3

Million, from page 1
group of people in a community at an
interest rate that will benefit the organi
zation. They will continue to loan money
to members of the group unless one
member of the group does not pay their
loan, resulting in all members losing their
loans. This forces accountability
amongst the group, while ensuring the
financial benefit of the organization so
that they may continue to loan funds to
others in need.
Many church-run organizations
currently work with microenterprise.
However, it becomes such a “huge fi
nancial project that the Church organi
zation feels people are too busy
banking, instead of spreading the gos
pel,” says Dr. Fikkert.
The Chalmers Center is completely
“committed to balance communicating
Christ through word and deed,” Dr.
Fikkert said. Dr. Fikkert hopes to achieve
this balance by forming a program that
will have smaller loan portfolios while
incorporating the local church. The big
goal is “vision with holistic ministry in
tegrated into the church,” he said, add
ing that the motto for the program would
be “small but beautiful.”
“The opportunities
that this promll)
program . ••
iti;;that
\ ''Tlie:pppoflun
· . ·W• ·•• · •"s'•·•·• · ·?> >\ · . ,·. ·<•··••+r e+r
is••/
to Covenant
stude!'lts is
Covenarit students
offefto
going to offer
exciting ~d
and very'uniquf
very unique,”
said Dr. Fi,
Fikkert.
ert.
," sai1.J)r.
exciting
exThe employment opportunities, fot
for ex
ample, ar
are,phenpmen~l;
there is a high
there
an;iple,
7 phenomenal;
insuc:h
demand for people who
are trained in
such
who'are
~onsulting services
a way as to provide consulting
while training others in both the
the United
and internationally.
nternationally.
States anq)
ity iri
There is also great
opportunity
in the .
greaebpportun
iToere
and m
missions.
pro
. issions. The proarea of ministry .and
gram is designed
exist
d~signed to impact already existmissionary
ng churches and m1ss10nary
iing
organizations. The outreach from mission
missionaries and churches to these lower income
unique. “It isso
is so excjting
exciting
families is very tinique:ci'It
God’s mercy and grace in this,"
this,” Dr.
to see God's
Fikkert said,
said. A
minor iv
in econ9mic
economic devel
d7vel~
Am~nor
Fi(ckert
opment
gre~t opportunity for
wbuld be a great
opilient would
aa P~rson
person ~
with
for missions
and the...
2PS arj~
h.eartforn;iisRi
jthaa heart
prac(ical. ,•
church to
tq do something practical.
Dr.
Fikkert is 1\,
hopeful
91:)e ' that the
r. Ei,.kky{t
Chalmers
onn
.
~gi operating
ers Center will begin
January 1,1999.
___________
___
.qil1r

The
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COLLEGE
GE COSTS
COLLE
co st of a year in college:*
co lle g e :’
The average cost

20

~ -$l8,ll9

15

·

private
four-year
10

5

•

·-

-

'93

'95

.,. . . - - -+--·. . -...----+····-private
two-year

-

-

$10,817

__ ..._.

•

$7,049
~

public
four-year

0

'87

'89
..

'91

'96

•Includes
*Includes tuition, fees, room and board
and other cost (in thousands)
source:
http://www.llflnplan.com/college.htm
source: http://www.llfinplan.com/college.htm

enant spread out this sum over a
five-year period beginning last
year.
yeiir.
“It
[depreciation] is a hard
"It [depreciation]
col; thing, but a good thing. The col
de- !
lege is better off budgeting de
preciation.. We don't
don’t have to
preciation
wring our hands and go begging
ey ·
Harbert-Mon
for money,"
money,” said Harbert.
Money
for
budgeted for depreciation is
used for repairs and upgrades to
assets. This
college's fixed assets.'
the college’s
year the money went for new
computers, the new Polaris syssys ·
tem
tern in the library, a new athletic
van, an increase in the carpet
budget, a new universal machine
in the weight room, and various
other replacements and repairs.
Mr. Harbert concluded that the
bet“college
"college is a better place and bet
demaintained" because of de
ter maintained”
preciation.
One percent of the tuition
increase is for contingency. This
one percent raise is equal to
$60,000. Contingency makes up
only two percent of the overall

budget but is still a vital component. The
money in this fund is used to make up whatwhat
ever
differences
there
be
between
the
may
ev~r aifferences
projected budget and the actual budget.
year's enrollment is lower
For instance, this year’s
pro
than projected, which threw off the projected budget. The contingency money
covers unexpected expenses such as this
without placing the college in a bind finanfinan
cially.
af
Financial aid will not be adversely afrefected by the increases next year. In re
Avis's
vis’s fears
sponse to Trustee Ken A
regarding this issue, President Brock pointed
“Covenant College is still cheaper
out that "Covenant
than the majority of private institutions like
it.” The proportion of financial aid to costs
it."
will remain the same at twenty-nine percent,
fi
according to Harbert. As fees increase, fiproportionally..
nancial aid increases proportionally
o f2000
Harbert indicated that in the fall of2000
there will also be an increase in tuition of at
least three percent. He went on to say, "I
“I
tudon’t
think
will
ever
see
a
year
where
tu
I
don't
ition won’t
up." As the college grows
won't go up.”
and the cost of operation rises and new
programs are added, Harbert feels that it
will be impossible not to increase fees.

BunungattheStagedin^essuccessMHomecomingweekend
ngattheStagedimax~su~Hommmingweekend
Bumi
Caleb Monroe
Staff writer

It was an impressive evening. MarshMarsh .
mallows. An enormous open flame. Diligent
firefighters. Chocolate. Graham crackers.
Coffee. Cold hands. Warm jackets. Warm
companions. Students. Alumni. Blankets
on the grass. Frenzied
Frenzied dancers. Lame jokes.
And the music. Of course the music.
Always the music. None of it would have
music.
happened without the music.
Matt Monahan started Burning at the
sopho
Stage three years ago when he was sophomore class president. This year’s
year's version
was presented by all four of the class presipresi
dents: Ben Christmann (freshman), Matt
UunHedinger (sophomore), Rachel Powell (jun
ior), and Vaden Cox (senior).
(senior) . Always one
of the biggest musical productions of the
year, Burning at the Stage started at 8:30
15.
12:15.
Saturday night and lasted until about 12:
our
of
“I
"I think this is an incredible aspect
community,” shares Hedinger. "I
“I think it
community,"
went really really well. I was amazed to see
ec
this many people here this late. I was ect.h at they stayed this long to support
static that
their friends and roommates."
roommates.”
Anna Catherine Wilson opened.
opened. She
sang the songs “Freedom
”
“The
" Freedom" and "The
Swingset.”
Jade
percussion
provided
Alger
Swjngset."
Catherine's
support on “Freedom.”
"Freedom." Anna Catherine’s
lilting voice and earnest guitar playing
soothed our ears and provided us with
warmth the night was unable to give.
heartJoy Jansen followed with two heart
"Norton's.
felt selections of her own in “Norton’s

Anthology” and a cover of John Denver's
Denver’s
Anthology"
“Perhaps Love."
Love.” With the exception of a
"Perhaps
minor interruption at the hands of her watch
resoand its alarm, the songs flowed and reso
nated well, a wonderful follow-up to
Wilson’s
Wilson's style. Then Wilson and Jansen
joined forces (with a little help from Rachel
extraordinair e) to do
Powell, music stand extraordinaire)
Canaan." It was
“Land of Canaan.”
Girls' "Land
the Indigo Girls’
their first collaboration ever, but they enen
joyed it.
Next up were Tom Okie on guitar and
Sarah Barker on violin. They performed
"Gatsby" (based on
“Different
Here,” “Gatsby”
"Different From Here,"
Fitzgerald),
the story by F. Scott F
itzgerald),
Overpiece. Over
“Goodbye,”
instrumental
an
and
"Goodbye,"
all, a relaxing stint, but they ended on a
slightly offbeat note-a
note— a lively rendering
of that Catacombs favo~ite
favorite which made its
"The Amish
debut at Founder
Founder’s
's Skit Night: “The
Song.” Alger was kind enough to provide
Song."
dance inspiration for the audience and the
boys of Catacombs (and a few
stu
f ew other students) chimed in on the chorus. The extent
Barker’s collaboration
collaboration?? "We
“We
Okie's and Barker's
of Okie’s
Okie.
practiced..
morning," confessed Okie.
this morning,”
....this
practiced
You would have never known it to see
them.
them.
interFor the next song, Okie did an inter
pretive dance as another human music
stand so Alger could read the lyrics of his
dehappy-go-lucky,
y, politely de
relatively new, happy-go-luck
ranged "Coca-Cola
“Coca-Cola Sundial."
Sundial.” It was slightly
twangy but very catchy.
On that slightly absurd note came
(vocomic relief in the form of John Porter (vo
(vo
cals, spastic dance), and Chris Smith (vo-

cals, guitar, witty comments). After a false
n'
Mine,” by Guns n’
"Sweet Child of Mine,"
start on “Sweet
Roses, they went on to perform an enthuenthu
Cars' "Just
siastic cover version of The Cars’
“Just
What I Needed”
Needed" and a rocking rendition of
everyone’s old favorite: "The
“The Scooby-Doo
everyone's
Song.” Hilarious and provocative.
Theme Song."
Following this hard-to-follow act was
the Infradig ensemble. Their first song,
“Phat Back,"
Back,” shall forever go down in the
"Phat
annals of Covenant musical ingenuity. The
piece began with the three guys
playing..
well, plastic tubes. After such an
playing ....well,
inspiring opening, the band simply could
vodo no wrong. Andrew Hobbs (guitar, vo
cals, soprano tube), Dave Kaufmann (bass,
backup vocals, tenor tube), and Josh Green
(percussory tube, drums) went on to perper
Jive,"
Don't Jive,”
“Fool Don’t
form a swingy funkish "Fool
"Angeline,"
their kinda-rock-n-roll-ballad,
kinda-rock-n-roll-ballad, “Angeline,”
the jazzy, recently-creat
recently-created
“Tripping Blue"
Blue”
ed "Tripping
(kudos to AV Services for having a spotspot
light with a blue filter), an upbeat cover of
's
Wood
&
M edeski,
M
artin,,
W ood’s
Martin
Medeski,
“Nightmarchers,”
ers," and they ended with
"Nightmarch
“Solid,” which is more than just a song. It's
It’s
"Solid,"
“It’s right on,"
on,” explained
a state of mind. "It's
Kaufmann. “It’s
"It's best summed up in that
Kaufmann.
it’s ...
.. .solid.”
conglomerati on
solid." Quite a large conglomeration
it's
of dust-kicking, leg-swinging, arm-swirling,
arm-swirlir:ig,
head-jerking, body-flailing Covenant dancdanc
oflnfradig's
Infradig’s
ers convened at the summons of
groove.
Next Alana Trimmier provided vocals
and Infradig was gracious enough to play

see Burning, page 14
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ga and Beyond
Headlines frolll
from Chattanoo
Chattanooga
promise on the impeachment inquiry with
Democrats.

.S. nuclear
tation and reduction of the U
U.S.
capability.

Times: October 3
The Chattanooga Times:
Tyson tries to get his license back
Nevada boxing authorities are waiting
Tyson’s state
for psychiatrists to evaluate Tyson's
of mind. They demanded the reports at a
hearing in order to decide whether or not
to license him again. Tyson lost his license
for biting heavy weight champion Evander
· Holyfield on the ear during their rematch.
AuThis inquiry will also investigate an Au
in which
gust 31 traffic accident in Maryland in'
two men claim he assaulted them.

Times : October 7
The Chattanooga Times:
On Bend, it's
it’s park or hospital
The National Park Service has develdevel
oped a draft to create a park at Moccasin
Bend. But in order for a national park to be
built, everything would have to be relocated,
including the hospital, which provides inin
patient care and mental health services for
the entire region. Local leaders are in favor
of the idea of a national park, but they will
not sacrifice the hospital.

The Chattanooga Times: October 7
NATO air strikes may be imminent
The prospect of a NATO air strike was
raised when a senior U.S. envoy failed again
to persuade Yugoslav President Slobodan
Milesevic to end the crackdown in
Kosovo.
in-Kosovo.
The United.States
United States had threatened military
ff his
action unless Milosevic called ooff
bloody attack on ethnic Albanian rebels
seeking independence from Serbia, the main
republic of Yugoslavia.

Times'. October 6
. The Chattanooga Times:
Impeachment probe voted
The house judiciary committee voted for
Presian open-ended impeachment inquiry of Presi
dent Bill Clinton. Some Democrats do not
Clinton’s ofof
support an inquiry, stating that Clinton's
oth
fenses are not grounds for impeachment; others are likely to vote with the GOP. The
Republican polling detected a change as well.
Some junior Republicans spoke privately
comabout the prospects for a last minute com

The Chattanooga Timrs:
Times: October 7
Russia rebuilding nuclear forces
PresiCitizens of Russia are calling for Presi
of
over
Yeltsin's resignation because overdent Yeltsin’s
due wages, soaring inflation, lost jobs, and
Rus
a shrinking economy. Amidst all this, Rusis in debt because of their desire to
sia is_in
modernize the aging nuclear arsenal. First
deputy Prime Minister Yuni Maslyukov
said they had to rearm their strategic forces
limiand use diplomatic means to achieve a limi

The Chattanooga Times: October 8
AIDS mortality down sharply in USA
The number of Americans dying of AIDS
fell 47
47 percent last year as powerful new drugs
pakept the disease at bay for thousands of pa
tients. The drop in AIDS deaths happened
across gender and race, although the rate
among white men fell most. The news from
other nations is much worse. In Africa, for
example, there is little money for basic medical
care, resulting in a very high death rate.

Compiled by Dora Mugerwa

will

More money for students due
ed enrollmen
toincreas
to increased
enrollmentt .
Josh Sroka
Josfr
Guest writer

tion in funds is that the student population
will most likely decrease. Next semester some
students will leave Covenant, while others will
spend the semester overseas to fulfill their
cross-cultural requirements.
Some money has also been set aside for
next semester needs that are already known.
Some of these needs include a guest speaker
for the Psi Chi Club, some equipment for the
pottery club, and a new camera to be used by
both the Tartan and the Bagpipe.

Student senate has a bigger budget than they
did last year. Enrollment is up from last year, but
students paid the same amount for the student
activities fee as last year.
These circumstances account for the extra
money available to senate. Senate members do not
consider this extra money to be surplus because
they have been able to find a use for all of it.
“There will always be a need for
"There
T
money,”
explained. The student
money," Rob Peck explained.
senate always has requests for more money
than they can budget.
For ail semester,
se m este r, for aa year, for a
a life
tim e:
lifetime:
stu
A new year inevitably brings new stuT H E R E ' S NO
NO P
L A C E LIKE
LIKE A
UP.
AUP.
PLACE
THERE'S
clubs.
_dents with requests for funds for new clubs.
In addition to these requests, the existing
clubs ask for more money as they grow each
The education
erican.
American.
ei/11catio11 is Am
Tile
year. The more students there are, the more
money it takes to keep the clubs going.
The 111ix
mix is international.
Tl1e
Peck feels that giving the clubs more
The setting is Paris.
Tile
apmoney will enable students to better ap
ex“the fullness of the Covenant ex
preciate "the
The aclv1111tagc
advantage is
i:~ yours.
Tile
perience.”
perience."
year's senate members set aside
Last year’s
A
M E R I C A N UNIVERSITY
U N I V E R S I T Y OF
OF P
ARIS
PARIS
AMERICAN
contingency money to be used by this
Paris: 31/
31, avenue Bosquet, 75~4;1
year’s senate. In the same way, the current
75343 Paris cedex 07, Ftance
France • (33/1) 40.62.()7.2()
40.62.07.20
year's
P/;//'is!
New York;
York: 60 East
Hast 42nd Strt:et,
Street, New York, NY l(l017
10017 • (212) ?83-1414
983-1414
New
senate saved some money to be used next
lssionsa'aup.edu • nyofflce®aup.cdu
nyofflceCo>aup.edu _,._.__..
adm\$Slons@aup.edu
www.aup.edu • adm
semester, because they expect to receive
less money next semester.
B ·~1
• • •• • •
reducThe reason for this anticipated reduc

_

-+rh++-- •
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GRE Software
Available in
Computer Labs
If you want to brush up on your GREtaking skills (Remember: graduate
school application deadlines are gener
ally in January), practice software is hid
den for your use in the computer labs.
POWERPREP, software produced by
the Educational Testing Service, offers
test taking tips, describes differences
between the paper tests and the new
computer tests, and provides practice
tests which it scores immediately. Prac
tice tests take approximately 2 1/2 to 3
hours to complete, but they don’t have
to be finished in one sitting. To access
the software, click on “Start,” “Pro
grams,” “Instructional Software,” and
then, finally “POWERPREP.”

98
CareerJ a- '98
Atlanta
A
tla n ta
A Career Forum Specifically Designed for the
•oo
Classes of ‘99
•99 and ‘00
to Facilitate Your Internship &
Full-Time Job Search!

HiM&iI 10:00
December 2, 1998
1998
a.m. --· 4:00 p.m.
10:00

4:00

The Georgian Terrace
659 Peachtree Street
Atlanta, GA

For FR
EE registration and to be eligible for first
FREE
onround interviews,
inten·ie,,·s, candidates must pre-register on
line at
.

www.careerjam.com!
.careerjam.co m!
Meet
;\feet and network with firms in consulting,
finance,high tech, and more! For more information,
' e-mail cjatlanta98@pop.net

REGISTRATION DEADLINE:
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201 Broadway Cambridge, MA02139tel.
MA 02139 tel. 617-761-9150
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“Taize” sheds new light on the body of Christ
''Taize''
Jeanne Faucheux
Staff writer
grandI think Catholics are cool. My grand
parents are Catholic. Most of my aunts and
uncles mostly Catholic. And some of the
best friends I made in Oxford last spring
Catholic. I might go so far as to
were also Catholic.
say that Catholicism runs in my blood. Now,
worrybefore any of you start worry
ing, I can assure you that I am
onvicti.ons as
reformed in my c_
convictions
were the parents who raised
me. But there is a part of me
me.
that searches for a connection
beto the tradition they left be
hind. This quest for a link to
my own heritage led me to
many different places while I
was traveling in Europe this
spring. In April I found myself
spring.
in Taize, a small ecumenical
monastery in the region of
Burgundy, France. Here, the
question of my Catholic roots
Protesbeing reconciled with Protes
tant convictions found a sort
of answer, although I am not
exsure that words can really ex
press it.
I spent a week in Taize,
France with a young woman
Author
from Catholic University named
Therese, one of the best friends I made in
Oxford. She was named after St. Therese of
Lisieux and comes from a charismatic Catho
Catholic family. Together, we traveled to this little
hilltop community, similar in many ways to
Covenant, to have an adventure together
(A previous trip to IreIre
as sisters in Christ. .(A
land had secured our compatibility as trav
traveling companions and as partners in the
religiou~reconciliation.)
search for religious

Like Covenant, everyone at Taize has Once they all arrived, we sang and listened
day's scripture reading .and
and sat sisi
“practical service"
service” to do, to to the day’s
some sort of "practical
keep the cost of attending low. Here I met lent for long moments in contemplation and
song, the song
five wonderful people from Germany and meditation. My favorite song;
Italy, of both Catholic and Protestant faiths. · which spoke to my heart that week, was in ·
0 Lord, is life in all its
"With you, O
As a team, we laughed and sang and worked English. “With
our way into relationship with one another. fullness, and in your light, we can see true
light." Therese and I also shared a song
God was with us and we were all sure of light.”
between us.
"Ubi caritas et amor, Deus ibi
us . “Ubi
that.
est (Where love and charity are, there
is.)"
God is.)”
It is hard to express the desire
for simplicity that the music and this
fellowship evoked in me and in my
faith. But I found myself untroubled
transgressas to whether or not I was transgress
ing the laws of Martin Luther and
John Calvin. Instead I was excited to
be experiencing first and foremost a
sort of fulfillment of the Jaw
law of Christ
prochaineneighbor--la pro
to love my neighbor--/^
chaine-the one standing next to me--whether
French or German, _Protestant or
Catholic.
I cannot say that this week at
Taize answered the questions I had
backabout my Catholic family back
ground. I suppose I have to talk more
with my family about that. But I do
know that it opened my eyes to the
body of Christ in a new way. My
friendship with Therese and with the
and friends take a break in the midst of monastery life
others that I met at Taize and Oxford
ofTaize
over six thousand attend.)
The prayers of
Taize are songs, simple has proven to me one thing. The Holy Spirit
We were blessed to have arrived at chant like melodies sung in repetition. They does live in the hearts of Christians of all
Cathoyes, even Catho
world--yes,
Taize when the numbers were low, and the sing of the love of Christ in every language. kinds all over the world—
weather was amazingly beautiful. The low They sing of his role as the light in our lics. Scotland is a small place, you know,
numbers meant we slept in the bunkhouses darkness. They are prayers for illumination, and Covenant is even smaller. But if our
and not in tents. It also meant that we had prayers of adoration, prayers from the depth hearts are big, and we have courage to love
beyond the dogma, the world may open up
less work to do, and more opportunities to of our longings for God.
Three times a day we filled the large to us in ways we never expected. It was a
simply relax out in the open air while we
were supposedly on the job in “the
"the Big building and waited for the fifty or so white risk to do so, I admit. But as true believers,
Kitchen.”
robed brothers to file into the sanctuary. I think every day should be.
Kitchen."

In Taize, we
we_found a great mixture of
Catholics and Protestants from France and
indiGermany, as well as a sprinkling of indi
viduals from Italy, the Czech Republic, the
t~ name a few. We
Netherlands and Asia, to
were two of three or four Americans in the
thouentire place, which hosted about one thou
sand people the week we were there.(The
week before was Easter and they had had

What do you think of the number
of African-American
African-.(!_merican students at
Covenant? Should this change?
Why? How?
Jenny Walker: "Have
“Have you seen any ad
ad-

de"The PCA is a white de
Isbel): “The
Angela Isbell:

nomination for the most part. I think there
should be more diversity, and even if black
people don
’t come here, we still need to be
don't
aware of their culture because their popu
population in the United States is growing so
quickly.”
quickly."

missions staff members who are black?
Black people have had to stretch to fit our
molds, we have not stretched to make them
comfortable.”
comfortable." ·

Rod Jackson: “Most
stu"Most of the black stu
dents here seem to be athletes; there has
to be an intentional effort to recruit black
athletes.”
students, rather than just black athletes."

Gordy Martin: "I
“I mean,
let’s
let's be honest. How many
black Presbyterians are
there? Do the number of
black students here proportionally represent their
numbers in the PCA?

Laini Young: “Diversity
"Diversity is necessary to
fully represent the body of Christ. This
could be accomplished not only by making
a conscious effort to seek out AfricanAmerican students, but also by helping
them to feel welcome once they are here.”
here."

courage minorities to come here. It’s
It's
hard..
us."
it's like a mission field for us.”
hard ....it’s

Joe Staven: “Speaking
'us'
"Speaking in terms of ‘us’
and ‘them’
'them' even in a well-meaning sense
only brings us farther apart. There has to
be another way to diversity without draw
drawing attention to differences."
differences.”

Julie Loud: "There
“There is definitely a need
to have more black students on campus;
however, I think this can only be accom
accomplished by attitudes changing and people
welcome."
making black students feel welcome.”

Pamela Lucas: "I
“I feel like I'm
I’m called to

Anonymous: “I
a probdido 't think it was aprob'1 didn’t

be here with people that aren't
aren’t like me—
meen
I'm not like them. I pray for and enand I’m

lem, but I haven’t
haven't really thought about it, so maybe it is a problem.”
problem."

e.at.ur:e
ffeature
museum exhibit showcases success
African American rriuseum
,. 7
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John Weaver
Cory Carpenter
Guest writers
wanderyou've ever been wander
If you’ve
downing the one-way streets down
town, you may have passed the
Bessie Smith Hall & Chattanooga
African American Museum on
Martin Luther King Blvd., and
Satwondered if it were worth a Sat
urday afternoon.

John Weaver’s
Weaver's take:
The Chattanooga African
American Museum is a great way
for people, black and white, to
learn about the history of AfriAfri
Chattacan Americans in the Chatta
nooga area and about African
history prior to their involuntary
explacement in America. This ex
hibit does a good job of showing
the heritage of blacks as Africans
parand African Americans, and par
ticularly our achievements in the
surChattanooga area. I was sur
overwhelming
prised at the overwhelm
ing
amount of detailed information
and displays that represented
black culture and the African
American community.
B
lacks have shared the
Blacks
American struggle to exile and
overcome the negative heritage
rooted in slavery. The
One example
fecundity
cultural fecundity
African cultural
of African
example of
pre- One
Museum's efforts to collect, pre
Museum’s
in_serve, and narrate Chattanooga’s
Chattanooga's African legacy. The history of Chattanooga is in
American story through the exhibits have complete without the examination of the
experia powerful effect on the way in which Afri
Afri- African American experience. This experi
soci- ence covers centuries of struggles and
can Americans are viewed in today’s
today's soci
ety.
achievements and requires understanding
parphoto- and appreciation. The exhibits in this par
This collection of artifacts, photo
graphs, books, and other black cultural ma
ma- ticular museum are aimed at revealing facts
black
terials demonstrates the African American about the achievem
ents ooff black
achievements

Mural depiction of the African-American experience

Nicole Horton

Nicole Horton

Chattanoogans, with a
separate section each
for m
edicine, busi
busimedicine,
ness, fine, arts, civil
educaright, sports, educa
tion, politics, and
other fields.
Cory Carpenter's
Carpenter’s take:
I was not sursu r
prised to see the grass
carved
hut and the carved
wood figures when I
muwalked into the mu
seum; in fact I ex
expected to see them.
wasn'tt expectWhat I wasn’
ing to see was one
hundred and fifty
years of humiliation,
Nicole Horton
Horton
oppression, and geno
genocide. I expected to learn a little more about
the African American culture, and I did. I
walked through the Bessie Smith Hall (a
separate section of the museum, focusing
on the famous blues singer), following the
trail of blues, folk, and jazz artists;
artists ; pioneers
in modern civilization.
I walked through decades, looking at
the antique photos of "The
“The First African
American School on Lookout Mountain,”
Mountain,"
which is now almost a forgotten dream. Can
you imagine the reaction of our neighbors
reif an African American school was re
opened here, today? I saw the photographs
of Chattanooga before it had become inin
habited by city folk. The majority of the
sparse population was slaves.
I saw history unfold as I walked around
the museum looking at the achievements
of the African American community in
Chattanooga. Amazing. There were numer
numerous pictures of schools, sports teams, doc
doctors, musicians, actors, and authors, but
most importantly they were pictures of
people. Ordinary people doing what we
considered ordinary things. Right? Wrong.
I had to stop myself and reconsider what I

was experiencing. These were not just pic
pictures of people doing the everyday in and
picout. These pictures were gold; these pic
hightures were monumental. The museum high
lighted every possible African American
achievement from Chattanooga (too many
to recall), and in doing so it finally hit home
that these were not just pictures of this
person or that person; they were dreams
come true.
The museum doesn’t
Indoesn't bash whites. In
stead it shows African American perseverpersever
ance in the face of white oppression and
Amerihow they regained the life African Ameri
cans once had as a people and as a culture.
uncomI walked away from the museum uncom
befortable with myself. I was embarrassed be
my ignorance. I walked away from
ofmy
cause of
the museum having learned about true
strength and will power, .about
about the African
American men and women of Chattanooga.
I also walked away knowing one thing
milabout myself. I didn’t
didn't learn about the mil
lions of slaves stolen from their homes and
forced into a box for months only to be
sold once they got out, assuming that they
didn’t learn about
journey. I didn't
survived the journey.
the oppression of segregation and the hu
humiliation of being forced to give up your
seat in the middle of dinner because there
is not enough room for the white folk to
put their feet up. This is not why I came to
the museum.
museum . I knew all of this already. I
came to find something I didn’t
didn't know, and
it was here.

Interested?
Address: 200 East Martin Luther
King Blvd. (near Lindsay S t)
Phone: 266-8658
Hours: M -F10-5; S at Noon-4
Time to tour: 35 minute intro video, 1
1/2 hours for tour
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Does Sex Really Matter?
epistemologyy
A quick peek at feminist epistemolog
Valerie Howard
H ow ard
Guest writer

J

[O

W
hen it com
es to knowing,
comes
When
does it matter who does the knowknow
males
ing? F
or centuries, m
ales have
For
dom
inated science and philosophiloso
dominated
phy. Newton forged the way in the
scientific field, celebrating order
objecand control and precision: objec
tive knowledge. In contrast, it is
perno coincidence that nature is per
"Mother." Western phiphi
sonified as “Mother.”
losophy and science continue to
connection
struggle to deny any connection
with nature, to subdue and concon
introl her wildness, to make her in
(and
ccreasingly
r e a s in g ly
p a s s iv e (a
nd
passive
sym bolically female), and to didi
symbolically
chotomize logic and feeling, truth
and value, know
er and known.
knower
A
nything that threatens these
Anything
dichotomiesor that would make an
emotional connection between the
scientist/thinker and the object
essentially threatens objective
truth. These separations deprecidepreci
ate the female gender.
femiA
that's what the femi
Att least that’s
nist epistemologist would argue.
argl!e.
diAnd I can sympathize. These di
chotomies do seem to symbolize
our culture’s
fe
culture's view of males and females; logic and reason are seen
as being inherently male, whereas
Conflesh and emotion are female. Con
sequently,
scientist's goal is
ti y, the scientist’s
sequen
to suppress any feminine side and
to draw out the masculine side, or
the more objective side. Feminists
knowlwould contend then that all knowl
edge claims until now have been
based on these gender-based asas
epistesum
ptions.
The
fem
inist
episte
feminist
sumptions.
mologist is in quite a bind because
ooff all this: w
hat to do about the
what
years' worth
last several hundred years’
of androcentric knowledge claims?
The solutions that I've
I ’ve read
about have promoted an escalatescalat
reing subjectivity, whether they re
ally want to or not. Because we are
all hopelessly gender-biased, obob
jective truth remains forever out
elimination
of our reach. The elim
ination of
social values can never happen
because we are too tightly associassoci
Conseated with our own gender. Conse
quently, the best we can do is to
allow for more feminists to contribcontrib
ute to science and philosophy to
even it out. However, as a result,
knowledge becomes individually

based; it is endlessly revised and
refigured to account for gender bias.
becorne
Precision and predictability become
theoretically impossible. So then,
well,
the question becomes almost...
almost...well,
what’s
what's the point? So where is the
honChristian in all of this? To be hon
don’t know. I find mymy
est, I really don't
self sympathizing with the feminist
othepistemologist in a few areas; in oth
ers, I am in emphatic opposition.
Obviously, we are all fallible,
uncover
incapable of completely uncovering all of objective truth.
truth . And part
of this fallibility is definitely gengen
der-related. However, this does not
der~related.
subjectiv
relativism or subjectivallow for relativism
absoism. We know that there is abso
lute truth; we know that God is
reality. But the extent to which gender-bias has distorted our knowlknowl
edge claims seems both incalculable
ar
and ever present. I would not arepistemologue that the feminist epistemolo
gist is worried over nothing. But
ob
does this mean that truth and obperjectivity are truly hopelessly per
verted because they are identified
with maleness? Perhaps not. PerPer
unhaps females
fem ales have ju
st been un
just
derestimated and misunderstood.
just
Perhaps objective truth has just
been misidentified.
These issues are close to home
for me. Growing up, I was told by
several males (of
(of course, not you,
raDad) that females are not very ra
tional and therefore cannot contribute
k n o w le d g e cclaims
la im s as
u te to knowledge
diseffectively as can males. Small dis
idenclaimer here: I do not wish to iden
feminist
with
tify m
y self w
ith the fem
inist
myself
movement. While equality is essenblurtial, it does not necessitate a blur
ring of the distinctives of males and
How
females, given to us by God. Howepisever, I do feel that the feminist epistemological movement has raised
some important issues that we as
Christians need to evaluate, criticriti
cize, and respond to. The problem
remains; the solution is debatable.
Life without Christ is despairing and
bitter and defensive. The rising femiological w
orldview
view
world
epistemological
nist epistem
seems also hopeless and helpless.
And saddening.
Praise God that in this chaotic
world of relative truth, inexplicable
tragedy, and gender discriminadiscrim ina
tion, we can cling to the reality of
our God and sing with Job, "I
“I
lives.”
KNOW that my Redeemer lives."

rrjg~!J.ity on
fo\t~t

forcing morality on a~ nation
that has
no
point lI dating
~ !LO
P~,~911,,that~.
likel•to clarify aapqint
~ould like
and i9r~jhg
d~tihg .and
Before I begin, I would
clue
why
it
should
follow
(or
be
forced
to
follow)
(ot~:.rord~ci tot~iloy,i) .·
~Hould
made in the
last article. I said in conclusion (µat
that we
the..las\
n·
such
a
morality,
we
will
have
accomplished
£ilI?lished nothing.
acco,
wh~tmotineed to make sure ''th~t
“that we distinguish what
moti s ·' h amorality,
•. laws are passed,
w
Some
would
think,
however,
if
certain
vates our opinions; is it our cultural, historical and
fl~ a “Christian” in some governmental posi
sociological grounding, or is it our theology?” This or we have
tion,
we
have succeeded. I would say in response
is true in one sense, but I do not mean to give the
that
success
has only been achieved if the goal was
impression that I believe theology is somehow free
to
plaster
a
veneer
of Christianity over the face of this
of the aforementioned influences. Rather, when I
use the word “theology”, I am referring to an ob nation.
Two questions then: first, if a top-down approach
jective engagement with the language of the Bible,
doesn’t
work, what does? And second, what is the
free, as far as possible from cultural influences. I
realize that objective interpretation/engagement of role of Christians in government?
I think we find the answer to the first question
the Bible is nearly impossible. Regardless of our
in
Scripture.
The Christians of the New Testament
attempts to avoid cultural pollution, it will happen.
had
every
reason,
certainly more than ourselves, to
Nevertheless, that does not mean that we should
reform
their government. The Ro
not strive for it. In addition, I think
man
government
was engaged in
that such direct experience of the
fierce
persecution
of
Christians. Yet
Bible is possible, but that is an
there
are
only
two
commands
re
other article in itself. There are
garding
government
in
the
New
numerous obligations in scrip
Testament In Matthew 22:17-21, we
ture, many of which are impos
find Jesus explaining to the Phari
sible to attain to, most notably
sees that one ought to pay taxes;
Christ-likeness. However, that is
we should give unto Caesar that
no roadblock to the pursuit of it.
which is Caesar’s. In Romans 13:1,
In the past two articles, I
we are told that the government is
have attempted to build a case
appointed by God and we are to
for the influence of what I call the
submit to its authority.
American national consciousness
Even further, what were the
upon our minds. America has its
early Christians set on doing?
own version of the Western tra
What was the activity of Jesus?
dition; it is particular to us and to
P aul? P eter and the other
our way of thinking. It has with
apostles? They were concen
John Perkins
out a doubt affected the way we
trated on the building and devel
as Christians think, whether it be
Philosophy&Religion editor
opment of the Church, in light of
about theology, economics, poli
tics, or social issues. I want to encourage people to the responsibility put before them in the great com
disengage themselves from this, if possible, and to mission. Did this affect morality? Was it top down?
begin to ask questions regarding this relationship. I will let you answer those questions for yourself.
So what are we to do, not involve ourselves in
In fact, I believe if we continue to allow this relation
ship to persist without any amends it will signifi government? Certainly not; on the contrary, we
should. I believe that Christians can and should be
cantly harm the impact of the church.
I have raised questions regarding our spiritual in government. Moreover, righteousness in gov
materialism, and our wholehearted acceptance of emment is a worthy thing to strive for; whether it be
capitalism. Now I wish to ask questions regarding as a Democrat or a Republican.
I am convinced that our belief in the saving
the Christian attitude toward involvement in politics.
What is the purpose of Christians in govern power of politics is deeply embedded in American
ment? There are several possible opinions here. thought. Perhaps it has something to do with the
The first is that if we have Christians in govern experimental nature ofthis country’s politics and
ment they can promote and pass laws that will the belief that the experiment of democracy will
help bring about national righteousness. The sec not fail. Perhaps it is because the predominate view
ond would argue that we need Christians as a stop among Christians concerning America is that it
has been, and will continue to be, a Christian na
gap to prevent further moral erosion.
Both of these arguments are essentially top tion, no matter how myopic and truncated a view
down arguments. And since they depend upon the that might be. Those who promote that idea argue
same sort of rationale, I will not deal with them sepa that the only way to get back to where we once
rately but rather as one. The argument essentially were is by having a righteous government. Again
says that in order to have a righteous nation we the challenge comes: have we misplaced our pri
should have a righteous government and righteous orities? Politics is important, sure, it has its place,
leaders. It seems we have once again completely true; but it is limited. While many of us probably
misunderstood our responsibility here. We have believe that, we act as if government can save us.
inverted our priorities. It is an example of the same But, let me remind you that neither Christ, the
principle that is at work in spiritual materialism (from apostles, or Paul promoted “reforming” the Ro
my first article). We want to change the obvious man government in order to reform culture. Their
things (laws and leaders) in the hope that it will concern should be our concern; the bringing of
change what is below the surface (the attitudes of many to Christ. More importantly, if we are to think
redemptive-historically, we are reminded that our
culture). This seems misguided.
If we concentrate our time and energy on man home is in heaven, not here.
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Special revelation and the late twentieth-century
Dual perspectives on the postmodern critique of biblical interpretation
One: A word from the text
Angelica Gritter
Guest writer
How do you and books relate to one
you're a
another? I'm
I’m not asking whether you’re
bookworm or a jock. My question was not
posed as a poll on whether you are into the
Grisham’s
classics, or if you prefer John Grisham's
novels. And I definitely don't
don’t want to hear
about how you failed reading class in pri
primary school.
How do you and books relate to one
I’m asking you a question based
another? I'm
on postmodern theory of literary criticism.
It's
It’s a theory, which seeks to understand
how you the reader, me the text, and that
girl that typed me up relate. You're
You’re reading
me right now. I hope you're
you’re gleaning some
sort of meaning in my letters. But how do
you do that? This is what the postmodern
literary theorist tries to explain.
Perhaps you think 'that
that my meaning
resides in that girl who typed me out. I'm
I’m
merely the
tlie vehicle of her expression:
expression. After
all, I wouldn’t
wouldn't exist had she not hit the keys.

, Two: "supreme
“supreme authority"
authority”
Erin Petrella·
Petrella
Guest writer
The deconstruction of the written
word, a necessity for interpretation evoked
by Derrida and Foucault, implies a primary
rejection of the accessibility of original
meaning. The connection between
betwe.e n mind
{phone ) is questionable;
and spoken word (phone)
thus any written text is devoid of histori
historipres
cal/ontological meaning. In its very presence it ·is
is an ab'sence
absence in which the written
word is merely an incomplete supplement
to the void caused by its lack of meaning.
There is no literal meaning for the reader to
happen upon; rather, the reader, whose only
frame ofreference
of reference for interpretation is that
of syntax, supplements the text. There is
no paradigmatic context from which to dede
rive infinite possible meanings.
Such a theory would seem to make bib
biblical interpretation a hopelessly subjective
process, unwarranted and contrary to virvir
tually every theological tradition. Given
the remarkable ability for humans to muss
up even the purest encounter with the infiinfi
nitely possible (assuming the existential
moment of reader-approaching-text), it is
biblimost likely that a deconstruction of bibli
cal text is insufficient. Still, it is possible to
interpret the Bible, as though it were an
absence, as though the meaning of each

But there's
there’s a problem here; how can you
possibly know what I mean without getget
ting into her brain? How do you know that
when she calls me "blue,"
“blue,” in her imaginaimagina
tion what she sees as blue isn't
isn’t your green?
You see, dear reader, you are the probprob
lem. You come to me with your presupposipresupposi
tions. Imagine you and that friend I see
leaning over your shoulder read me at the
same time. Will you both understand me in
the same way? Granted, perhaps you will
understand me in similar ways. But your
understandings will necessarily be differdiffer
ent because you and your friend are two
differing individuals. Every person that
reads me comes to me with his or her own
background, assumptions, lifestyle and
perceptions. That will change the way I am
understood.
Some theorists go as far as to say that
in and of myself. They
I have no meaning in
say that my meaning
m eaning resides in two
places—
that girl, and you. That girl gave
places-that
Immedi
me meaning when she typed me. Immediately after she typed me, I lost all meanmean
ing—I lived on with no inherent meaning.
ing-I

It was only when you picked me up and
interacted with me that you gave me meanmean
ing once again.
Now how does this all relate to you as
a Christian ' reader? Can this be useful to
you as you read the Bible? The Bible is a
Bible is
literary text, but the problem is, the Bible.is
not only a literary text, it is also the Word
of God. How do you approach the authortext-reader trio of God-Bible-you?
In the first place, it is important to un
unmean
derstand that God the author gives meaning to the text of the Bible. Scripture says of
itself that it is "God-breathed"
16),
“God-breathed” (II Tim. 3:
3:16),
and further testifies of itself that it was not
written "by
“by the will of man; but holy men of
God spoke as they were moved by the Holy
Ghost"
). That is to say, the
Ghost” (II Peter I:
1: 21
21).
Holy Spirit himself authored the Bible. This
is a tremendous comfort since the Holy Spirit
is also at work in the hearts and minds of
Christians. To read the Word of God as a
Christian is to have the author in your heart
interpreting his _own words to you.
Secondly, it is important to recognize
the importance of other readers in interinter

preting the Bible-other
Bible—other readers such as
the original audience.
audience. Understanding how
the original audience would have underunder
stood a text can be a helpful tool in interinter
preting the Bible. Since the Bible was not
btit over a period of time
written in a void, but
in history, it is important to understand the
wr.itten. By
time and culture in which it was written.
studying how the original audience would
have perceived a text, you can gain insight
into the meaning of the text.
Finally, the Bible must be interpreted
in light of other Scripture. The entire Word
works together as a whole in unfolding the
history of salvation. Not only that, but inin
dividual verses cannot be divorced from
their context without a loss of meaning. The
text of the Bible is a unity in revealing God's
God’s
will for man and creation.
Because the Bible is not just a text, it
must be treated differently than, for example,
the text of this article speaking to you. But
perhaps you could learn a few things from
reading me that might help you in interinter .
preting the Bible. That girl certainly hopes
you did!

sentence were dependent on the moment
of approach by the reader. I intend to do
just this, in the hopes that two things will
become evident, first, that deconstructing
biblical text in strictly a post-Heideggerian
fashion is undesirable in that it undermines
the very nature of biblical teaching and
authority, and second, that biblical interinter
pretation cannot be done properly without
examining authorial intent.
In Ephesians 4:3 Paul says, "Do
“Do your
best to keep the unity of the Spirit in the
bond of peace.”
peace." This passage, chosen ar
arcon
bitrarily and taken out of the greater context of
of the New Testament, is decidedly
uninformative as to probable interpretainterpreta
tions. To interpret it as a text in light of
Derrida's
Derrida’s deconstruction I can follow a twopart method. First, I must banish any
thoughts concerning Paul's
Paul’s original meanmean
cre
ing, since the reader is responsible to create new meaning, and since at the moment
Paul wrote the verse in question his intent
became inaccessible to his readers. Next I
can superimpose my own background and
experience onto the text, that
mythat is, place my
self within the text, in order to determine
what "unity
“unity of the Spirit"
Spirit” and "bond
“bond of
peace” mean. The actual words in the text
peace"
(in this the Greek words) can only serve as
codes, a close examination of which will
reveal to me several possible meanings.
be
The second step, then, follows and be-

comes a necessary aspect of the first.
Given these criteria it is perfectly le
legitimate for me to interpret this verse as
1) I have for a long
follows. Suppose that I)
time taken the imperative "do
“do your best"
best” to
refer to a judgment concerning second-orsecond-or
der volition, that is, to my desire to desire,
as opposed to my duty and 2) I consider
"peace"
phe“peace” to be 11a purely psychological phe
nomenon. In so far as I have denied the
relevance of extra-syntactical context and
have placed myself inside the text, the verse
what you desire to desire to
means: Do [[what
do] to keep the unity of the Spirit in the
mind] . This I
bond of [a peaceful state of mind].
can easily take to mean that those who
gather together to worship God because
they really want to and because they have
peace of mind are truly righteous. From
perpetuthis I can infer that those who are perpetu
ally depressed and do not enjoy commucommu
nity worship are not righteous, and that,
further, any form of solitary worship is inin
dicative of unrighteousness, and so on ad
infinitum ((etrisum).
et risum).
Such an interpretation is problematic
and laughable, in part because the method
used to reach it is. Literary deconstruction
assumes that the intended meaning ceases
to exist as soon as the author begins writwrit
ing. If this is so, then it would follow that
the reader is responsible to create meanmean

“new meaning"
meaning” is prefer
ing, and that this "new
preferable, indeed superior to, the idea of an origi
original, accessible meaning. In order for this
to be so, it would have to be the case that
written text is devoid of any type of meanmean
ing. That is, even if there is no inherent
meaning in a word (a sound or a scribble
on a page) the context surrounding the word
still provides meaning. The way Paul uses
"Spirit"
“Spirit” in Ephesians 4:3 is meaningful when
it is compared to all of the other uses of
“Spirit” in both the writings of Paul and
"Spirit"
other biblical and non-biblical writers at the
time. It is necessary to determine meaning
by careful contextual study in addition to
the imposition of the self on the text.
Finally, the argument for literary inter
interpretive deconstruction is not analogous to
biblical interpretation. The Bible is indeed
a literary work, but not in the sense that a
novel or a poem is. The purpose of a novel
is far different from that of the Bible, though
they are both narratives in form. The Bible
teaches and instructs, it uses metaphors
and parables, but it does so with a supreme
authority that places it above the eye of
Of
the critic. Even if Derrida's
Derrida’s deconstruction
is full of insight, and I would argue that the
predicament of the reader grasping the
meaning of the text is as he describes it,
nevertheless the Bible cannot be properly
interpreted as such.
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Jed Royal
Guest writer

menIt must have been in the midst of men
tal instability and rash judgment when I
did such a deed, but nonetheless I must
take responsibility for my actions. It was
today that I bought my first copy of the ill"Starr Report."
famed “Starr
Report.”
nothOn today’s
today's literary landscape, it is noth
ing less than a mountain of masterpiece:
more detailed than a Dr. Krabbendam leclec
night" on
"naked night”
ture, more revealing than “naked
the Ghetto, and it reads like a Danielle Steele
novel (or so I’ve
I've been told). But between
the illicit annotations and the lurid details
country's most pivotal
exists one of this country’s
moments.
We Americans are truly in the midst of
a nail-biting, hair-raising, edge-of-the-seat
fiasco with insurmountable consequences.
What the citizens of the United States have
been asked is simply this: does truth really
matter? And if you have been following
the public opinion polls, roughly 80% of
Americans say “no.”
"no." I hope that I am not

'"-,·

'."\.
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man who wishes to act entirely up to his
alone in being very disturbed by this.
Even more frightening, though, is an professions of virtue soon meets with what
evil,
unthinking, apathetic public majority that destroys him among so much that is evil.
would rather take interest in the inconseinconse Hence it is necessary for a prince wishing
quential periphery than this very important to hold his own to know how to do wrong,
dilemma at hand. And to be quite honest, and to make use of it or not according to
Comnecessity." Since the House Judiciary Com
in- necessity.”
the sexual abuse of a childishly naive in
immittee voted to pursue an im
tern from a sitting president
peachment inquiry on October
is a peripheral .issue.
issue. Men,
“The discu
ssion ooff 5, our president is at the point
discussion
"The
createven powerful men, creat
truth
is
a
good
one to of necessity if he intends to
ing and acting out sexual
own." There is no
"hold his own.”
scenarios with mindless, have, but let us please “hold
other
way
than
to make use of
less-than-prudent women have a logical,
edu
logicr.;il, eduthe Machiavellian formula of
is nothing new (same with cated discussion
dis.cussion on
yourdoing wrong to cover your
the vice-versa), and it is not
issues
the real issues."
self (for the layperson: lying
the issue; nor is the fact that
and lying). But Americans
people are tired of hearing
Jµst last night on seem to be okay with this strategy. And
about the whole thing. Just
It's only the truth.
the local talk radio station I listened to part why not? It’s
What we have got is a leader who lies
of a two hour discussion on how no one
doesn't care.
wants to hear about it any more (which just and lies, and a public that doesn’t
probdoesn’t
doesn't seem to make sense to me). Down The fact is that there is a much greater prob
to the quick, there are only two issues here: lem that we have to deal with in the wake of
this controversy - the enormous wave of
truth and apathy. One will win. ,
post-Clintoi;an
The president’s
president's strategy is as old as apathy that will hit in the post-Clintor\jan
" ... for a era. Let me be clear: I am firmly convinced
Niccolo Machiavelli who writes, “...for

that the greatest threat to the United States
comis not any Saddam Hussein, nor any com
munist China, nor any Ben Labin and a brew
terrorists.. What will bring this country
of terrorists.
to its knees faster than anything is the fact
that less than 40% of Americans will make
it out to the polls on November 3rd. You
dicsee, failing economies and communist dic
tators are visible and tangible; they are eas
easily noticed, and they can be dealt with.
On the contrary, apathy is a cancer that
unobwill eat America from the inside out unob
served. The result is a paltry elite that will
pocreate their own laws, and make your po
litical decisions for you. Apathy will not
make the question of truth—nor
metruth-nor this me
scan'dal-go
nial and laborious scandal—
go away. It
only enhances the problem exponentially,
particularly if it does just go away.
This discussion of truth is a good one
to have, but let us please have a logical,
educated discussion on the real issues.
And I dare say that if we are not adding to
this important discussion, then we ·are
are per
perpetuating a much greater problem.

Voter turnout key for off-year candidates
·voter
· Election '98Update
’98Update

danciti- significantly and although consumers vote.) Democratic seats particularly in dan
1994,"
1994,” but more likely especially when citi
ger
three
of
the
“Year
of
the
"Year
don’t
seem
to
be
feeling
the
effects
yet,
1992
include
zens are relatively content, these off-year don't
Woman”
they
are
beginning
to
worry.
Additionally,
senators:
freshman
Woman"
Autumn Fredericks
elections can seem to simply be a so-what
1. Carol Moseley-Braun of Illinois,
scanGuest writer
bore. Americans are simply worn out with the extremely well publicized Clinton scan
the
African-American female U. S.
dal
began
to
be
taken
seriously
in
August
first
don't
the politics of the election before and don’t
Senator
who
is challenged by State SenaSena
when
the
President
testified.
Since
then
Following Republican Richard Nixon’s
elections."
"little state and local elections.”
Nixon's care about “little
tor
Peter
Fitzgerald.
National
Democratic
the
fall
months
have
been
filled
with
the
resignation Democrats achieved a net in
in- So the challenge for each candidate and
im- officials have all but given up on this seat.
crease in the House of Representatives of party is to get out their voters and hope details of the Starr Report and talk of im
2. Barbara Boxer of California who
peachment
Hearings—or
not
and
a
special
Hearings-or
Noopponent's voters stay at home in No
49 seats and Senate Democratic representa
representa- their opponent’s
though
having out fund-raised her oppo
oppocontrol-or not.
prosecutor out of control—or
simi- vember!
tion grew by four seats. Could we see simi
Will
the
de
nent Matt Fong 2-to-l
2-to-1 is still
deThe RepubliRepubli
lar results in this year’s
year's off-year
fighting to remain in the lead.
bate backfire on
can Revolution of
election in the midst of the
3. Patty Murray, the "mom
“mom
the Republicans?
Re994 in which Re
I1994
Clinton scandal? Republicans
shoes” of Washing
Washingin tennis shoes"
Or will Republican
publicans gained
are talking of strengthening their
ton State, is barely holding on
disgust
and
majority while some Democrats
a majority in both
Democratic disillu
to a slight lead.
disilluthink they may even have a
the House and
demosionm ent cause
The changing voter demo
sionment
Senate as well as
chance to retake the majority.
high Republican
graphics of Nevada and South
The key to understanding
s i g nn ii ff ii cc aannt t
turnout and below
Carolina have created a more
growth
the question is the importance
grow
th on the
average
Dem
o
conservative
electorate causing
conservativeelectoratecausing
Demoof
voter turnout in off-year elec
state and local
ofvoterturnoutinoff-yeareleccratic
turnout
giv
a
friendlier
environment
for ReRe
givtions. During election cycles like
level has largely
Boxer
Moseley-Braun
ing
the
incumMurray
publicans
contesting
incum
Mos~ley-Braun
the 1996 presidential election,
been attributed to
so·xer
plan. The Republicans a boost? So we return to the bent Democrats for Senate seats.
candidates ranging from senators and gov
gov- the failed Clinton healthcare plan,
Wisconsin incumbent Senator Russell
ernors to school board members benefit from growth in Democratic numbers in 1974 may problem of voter turnout. Voter turnout
will
decide
much
of
this
year’s
elections.
D.
Feingold
is testing out his campaign fifi
year's
Watergate-some
likely high voter turnout as well as the "coat
“coat have been a result of Watergate—some
Particular
interest
should
be
taken
in
worknance
reform
plan,
and
it
seems
to
be
work
tail”
as- analysts have called those Democrats
tail" effect in which candidates usually as
against him. By refusing soft-money from
ingagainsthim.
cur- ing
Babies"--or the Senate races where Republicans cur
sociate themselves with the voter base of elected that year "Watergate
“Watergate Babies”—or
rently
hold
a
55-45
majority.
With
a
seat
the
Democratic committee he has lacked the
five
candidate. Most it could have been a result of the Arab oil
party 's presidential candidate.
their party’s
gain,
Republicans
would
allow
the
Senate
funds
to respond to his opponent, Mark
voters at least know generally what is going embargo and double digit inflation.
to
vote
along
lines
for
cloture—a
rule
ads,
Nieumann's
cloture-a
party
Nieumann’s
recent onslaught of ads.
elecon and who is running in the relatively excit
So what is the plight of the 1998 elec
excitIn Kentucky Scotty Baesler (D) and
debate-on
ing presidential election cycle. Withoutthat
Without that tion? The economy was doing extremely limiting the time allowed for debate—on
Presidential momentum, in off-year elections well even in light of the Asian crisis until many debates and therefore be a filibuster- Jim Bunning (R) are in a dead heat to rethere is a chance that huge change will take the mid-summer quarterly reports came out. proof Senate. (A filibuster occurs when one
see Election, page 16
place, 'like
like the “Republican
"Republican Revolution of Since mid-summer, the DOW has dropped party prolongs debate in order to prevent a
,place,
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'cultoday's ‘cul
It has been called today’s
Iuck,'
ture of chance,’
‘landscape of luck,’
chance,' 'landscape
ecoetc. It is a false solution. It is an eco
nomic disaster. It is moral fallout. It
is the states’
states' most popular quick fix:
the lottery.
At this present day, there are 37
states and the District of Columbia
that sponsor their own lotteries. This
Hampbegan 30 years ago with New Hamp
shire; prior to the date, around the
instiyear 1963, a ban existed on the insti
lottution of government sponsored lot
teries. Now they run rampantly across ·
America, with the promise of providprovid
ing better education, more economic
development, and various other statesponsored programs. This game has
enraptured many that cling to the
Amerihope of a winning number. Ameri
lotcans everywhere have caught the lot
tery fever; in 1996, six percent of the
GNP was spent on gambling, nearing
the eight percent spent on groceries.
In 1997, an approximate $158 was
spent by each American on lottery
tickets. The lottery has become big
business.
Everyone would love to pay a
few dollars for a piece of paper that
return .
may bring them millions in return.
But the fact is the lottery is not such
a good deal—even
deal--even for the winners.
Most states buy annuities with face
values of the sum and pay the indi
individual a yearly amount for about 20
years with the interest that the an
annuity earns.
earns. The individual also
must pay Federal tax and Social Se
Security—and
curity-and inflation must also be
accounted for. In the end, a $1 mil
million lottery prize amounts to an estiesti
mated $33,000 for 20 years. Many
exuberant winners overestimate their
winnings and end up bankrupt. And
if a lottery winner dies before the
prize money has been paid out, the
family is left with estate taxes to be
paid on the remaining amount. Also,
should a welfare recipient win, his
or her welfare checks are cut by the
amount won above $1000.
$ 1000.
It is a package prettier un
unwrapped. Robert Goodman, author
of The Luck Business, notes, “What
"What
we are creating is a scavenger
economy that relies more on the milkmilk
ing of existing wealth that on the
creation of new wealth.”
wealth." The lottery,
as a gambling industry, positions the
government in the role of entrepre
entrepreneur. This translated means that the

revstate does not give to the citizens, itself a gamble. Steadily, lottery rev
it- enues decreased, thus leading to
but takes from them and gives to it
gambling.
'hardcore' forms of gambling.
self to eventually give back to them. more ‘hardcore’
so. nike says just do it. . get
pri- Casinos began popping up around
But the state must compete with pri
more
eatniore
· vertical with dew. eat
vate business and individuals. This the country; by the Nineties fulland if
chikin.
raise ryour hand
if
CQi\<in. ;~1s;'
bling was a popular
gambling
also pits state against state, as each scale gam
brings
good
g9.oq..•.
·
.
'
gt
~ure.••. gte
your sure,
lottery .competes
competes in this great game American pastime.
things to life
life,. .;,q
chevy
the
. .· ·. is the
"'tliipg~
Rather
R ather than a revitalized
of numbers.
americ'a,
heartbeat of america.
endan- economy, lotteries produce crippled
This gambling not only endan
promises,
power; pomp.
promi~es, power,
threat- ones. Money that would otherwise
gers local economies but also threat
hey- .
holidays are hallmark’s
hallmark's hey
busiAmerica's have been spent on private busi
ens the very health of America’s
day: celebrations for every
ungovern- ness is instead spent on the un
Faith in our govern
political system. -Faith
occasion; stores capitalize on the gift industry: half-off
causing
ment is already unsteady at the momo stable lottery, often causing
earlybird specials.
....earlybird
sales
sales..
ment; the last thing that the people businesses to go bankrupt. Stores
catchy
.clever commercials
commercials...
col?rs ....catchy
. .. bright colors..
campaigt1s. : .,clever
ad campaigns..
of this country need is the promise that sell tickets tend to lose sales in
phrases...loud
music— the tricks of the trade;;t§eUing
trade; selling an
, ,loud m.µsic-the
phra§e&.
customof security through gambling. Years proportion to the amount custom
A.
e.
Jma8.
image.
. ago, faltering state economies turned ers spend on the lottery tickets.
or pepsi.
nissan. coffee QI\
or tea.
rea; '
si. toyota or nissan,
·•·
choices: coke
to the idea in a last-ditch effort at And after the prize money is paid
mcdonald’s
or
burger
king.
mcilona!1's .... urg~r king-:
economic development. Greater fifi and the revenues earmarked to the
stapdard. caff or
options: diet .or
or regular.
regular, automatic or standard,
optjons:
renancial demands were made on state government are returned, the re
decaff, happy meal
or big mac.
meal.or
decaff
pocketed
governments around the Eighties as mainder of the money is .pocketed
payment: layaway...buy
later...fifty
... fifty days same
.. buy now, pay later
paymenr:Jayilway:
opthe Reagan administration moved by the lottery owners, thus the op
free.
one, get one free.
puyone,
cash ....buy
as cash..
a_d ministration portunity for investment in capital
out and the Bush administration
ready-made...
rubbe1111aid;
... rubbermaid;
pstom-made .. .ready-made
orders come custom-made...
moved in, bringing a close to many or expenditures within area markets
drive-thru..
·
atni.s .
ay71,lt~tfi~-pump . . ..atms.
drive-thru" ;k.pay-at-the-pump..
Johnson's "Great
of the Lyndon Johnson’s
“Great SoSo is lost as the owners use all funds
c
ctrtthroat competition
· · · ',¢ndly;•cutthroat
fast-paced and user-friendly;
and
¥'
ciety" federal aid programs. Public on advertising and improving their
ciety”
cutting-edge technology.
costs therefore began to increase and game. The less urban states in the
capitalism is upon us. and we transact, we buy — not prod
thus caused an array of citizen tax South require higher operating
ucts but images; not an end but a means to an end: clothes
revolts and new tax and spending costs in addition to the fact that the
create a ‘look’...foods create a ‘taste’...music creates a
is usually lower
limitation initiatives. The demand on per capita income ts
‘mood’.. .movies evoke a ‘feeling’.
average-this
governments to pay for public serser than the national average—
this
the rape of substance gave birth to the new aesthetics of
vices (especially health care and corcor means a questionable success for a
style.
p-rograms)
rections program
s) escalated, lottery. It cannot provide the hope
it seems real—true—satisfying—fulfilling.. .but it is only
creating a trend of reductions in of long-term revenues and could
empty.
housing subsidies, maintenance as
as- quickly cause local assets to
saw. wanted, got. loved, liked, lost interest, forgot,
sistance for the poor, public educa
educa- dwindle to a minimum.
or maybe just disappointed.
Many lotteries allocate much
tion budgets, and public works
but the market moves on. everything is for sale, politi
projects. New solutions to these fi- or all of their state return money for
cians advertise themselves...the government buys opin
nanciafcrises
nancial _crises were needed and city education. States like Georgia have
ions from polls...lobbyists m arket legislation over
and state politicians needed an
an- created scholarship programs to
lunch...businesses sell shares in the company... the media
swers. Eleven of the 14 states with help send more students to college.
clamors for attention... individuals campaign for their ideas,
lotteries by the end of the seventies These programs are basically merit
cars, shoes, and hairspray are sold in the name of freedom^
were those like New York and ConCon programs and can be misleading.
liberty, and justice: values p ro stitu te d f o r a buck.
necticut with low job growth rates.
rates. For example, the HOPE Scholarship
namebrands will not produce popularity...airjordans will
By the middle of the eighties, 16 of - program has sent more that 300,000
not produce basketball stars.. .make-up will not produce
the 22 states with lotteries in place students to college with funds ob
ob- .
beauty.. .diamonds will not produce love,
were ones that had experienced the tained through Georgia’s
lotGeorgia's state lot
but in return?
most severe job losses ·during
during the tery; however, studies show that
consumers can sell, too; beware of the compromises—per
this is again, regressive. Lower in
inSeventies.
sonality for an image.. .identity for an imitated one...
Throughout history, gambling come families are buying the tick
ticktoday ‘products’ are not the only objects on the supermar
has been instituted in times of eco
eco- ets that are sending middle income
ket of sales; deals are made on reputations, attitudes, be
country's individuals to school. Also, there
nomic crisis; much of the country’s
liefs.
stu
pari-mutuel betting began during the is evidence to prove that these stucaveat emptor.
Depression when racetrack betting dents are the ones that already
your self for a new ’98 version—for an airbrushed model—
was legalized in 21 states on the planned to go to school regardless
for an insubstantial style?
brink of bankruptcy. During the of the scholarship; they possessed
you sell out your soul—for what?
eighties, the popularity of lotteries hope prior to the lottery’s
lottery's HOPE,
in this market, the chooser is often the loser—
began to diminish as
be- so to speak. It should be pointed
a~ the market be
the trade is not an even one.
eorgia’s high school
came saturated. As a result, prize out that G
Georgia's
on the great auction block of life, the world bids for money,
money was increased, decreasing graduation rate decreased from 64%
attention, time, talent, intellect, emotion, souls.
1990 and
the state's
state’s revenue. More people to 58% in the time between 1990and
does the highest bidder always win?
played, but the demands of the busi
busi- 1996. Money is being taken from
hark, there is nothing new under the sun. Christian,
ness could not be met, revealing that
look beyond, and fin d and spend yourself there.
see Lottery, page 16
the practice of a state lottery is in

to

come.f
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John Perkins
Staff writer
As a boy I lived on a farm in southern
Missouri.. Often, my dad and I would drive
Missouri
lumthe miles between our house and the lum
ber mill in a 1973 Ford truck. Ifit
If it wasn't
wasn’t to
lumberyard, it was to town (Van
the lumberyard,
Buren, pop. 720) or maybe down to
winthe river. Wherever we went, the win
the-cabin
dows were rolled down and the
cabin
became a playground for the wind.
When we arrived at wherever, my hair
would be tousled; forgetting the didi
rection my mother had combed it, and
disobeying the rule of water in a young y
boy’s hair (to stay put).
boy's
The year that I left my farm and
moved to St. Louis, two childhood !,
best friends, Jay Farrar and Jeff ;
Tweedy, put out their first album to- j
gether as Uncle Tupelo. The name of
their first album was No Depression
Depression..
impression .
It made no immediate impression.
hoopla; no
There was
no
national
was:
MTV news music coverage. The fuel
conand passion of the group's
group’s first con
certs was heard locally in and around
folSt. Louis in small venues. Their fol
lowing began to grow. The title track,
bea cover of an old folk song, soon be
came the signal phrase for the style of
music known as alt-country,
alt-country, which
history has given Uncle Tupelo the
credit for.
Four years after their first album,
following the critical appraisals of
their fourth
fourth,, Anodyne, the band suddenly
sur
split. The break-up was a shock and a surprise even to those intimately involved with
the band. It sent shock waves through the
recalt-country scene. Although not much rec
ognized outside of their ardent fanbase,
Uncle Tupelo’s
punk,
Tupelo 's powerful fusion of punk,
rock, folk, country, and bluegrass had set
the standard for music of its genre.
genre. Fans of
the group waited anxiously, despite their
breakup.
disappointm ent over the breakup.
bitter disappointment
It
l yyj , and
anu Ii was da freshman
ncMiman ai
at
was 1995,
It was
~

Covenant. Looking through the worn out
pages of a BMG music magazine I noticed
a group called Son Volt. The picture of the
album cover was in black and white with an
microphon e in the corner of the
old-style microphone
photograph.
photograph . The album was called Trace,
"folk rock from
and the description said, “folk

Jay Farrar (with guitar)

Tupelo” (Jay
members of the former Uncle Tupelo"
Farrar and Mike Heidorn).
Heidom). Folk rock was
precisely what I looked for when I scoured
the BMG catalogs. Son Volt’s
Volt'-s description
fit what I was looking for, so I put the five
numbers down on the postcard and sent it
off. Several weeks later the CDs came. I
album..
popped in the Son Volt album
began :
The first song, "Windfall,
“Windfall,”" began:
“Now
running// never
"Now and then it keeps you running
seems to die / trail spent with fear / not
never seem
the outside/ --enough living on
-------------------

to get far enough / staying in between the
lines / hold on to what you can/ waiting for
lines/
the end
when// May the wind
end// not knowing when
take your troubles away /I may the wind take
your troubles away /I both feet on the floor two
hands on the wheel / may the wind take your
troubles away I ...
.. . catching an all night station
/ somewhere
somewher e in Louisiana /
sounds like 1963 / but for now it
sounds like heaven / may the
away."
wind take your troubles away.”
The slide guitar, fiddle, and
acoustic guitar dug deep into
Lyrimy country sympathies.
sympathies. Lyri
cally an immediate connection
was made; these were the lyrics
roof real life, the road, and the ro
mantic
man tic loner. But a couple
months later I sold the album.
My im
m ediate connection
connectio n
immediate
proved not strong enough to
overcome my dislike of
Farrar’s
ofFarrar's
deep nasal drone, and what was
harshto me, at that time, the harsh
sound.
Volt's
ness of Son Volt’s
By sophomore year, I had
all but forgotten Son Volt. Then
toward the end of the year I
once again stumbled across the
l
Trace album, the exact one 1
lishad sold the year before. I lis
tened to it. “Windfall”
"Windfall" hit me
again.
hadn ' t I liked this
again . Why hadn’t
album as a freshman? I thought.
But the year and other music
swallowed up the impression.
impression .
again.
I forgot about Son Volt again.
That summer I worked at a coffee shop
in St. Louis. The stars were beginning to
themselves. The days were all coffee
align themselves.
Somecups and lattes, and a caffeine blur. Some
where I heard a new Son Volt song. Joseph,
one of
my co-workers who happened to be
ofmy
in a country-punk
country-punk bank named Three Speed
reJones,'
Jones; told me that Son Volt had just re
leased a new album. He had it. It was good.
I went to Blockbuster
Blockbuste r and listened to it.
themselves .
Indeed, the stars had aligned themselves.
was finalized. I fell in love with
impact
The
-------r

'

Son Volt, for good.
This past Tuesday the 6th, Son Volt
released their third album, entitled Wide
Swing Tremolo. The first track, entitled
“Straightface,”
"Straightfa ce," can catch the ardent Son
Volt fan off guard with its vocal distortion
and bare knuckles rock. But the second
track “Driving
View" steers the listener
"Driving the View”
terriright back into well known Son Volt terri
tory.
tory.. However, change is definitely evident
on the album. Two ooff the tracks are
"Jodel," an
instrumentals;
instrumentals; the 40-second “Jodel,”
unforgeteerie atonal harmonica solo, is unforget
table. Farrar’s
Farrar's depression inspired poetry
is still present, and so is his deep nasal
drone, which I have since come to really
perappreciate. Both of these are captured per
"Strands."
fectly on the album’s
album's fifth track, “Strands.”
remiFor the Son Volt literate, the song is remi
Straightniscent of
“Left a slide,”
slide," off their Straight
of"Left
aways album.
album.
offarmers.
I come from a long line of
farmers. My
sharecropp ers.
great grandparents
grandparen ts were sharecroppers.
My grandparents
grandparen ts never freed themselves
from poverty or alcohol. My father tried to
generaescape all of that, and he did. Two genera
tions separated from that age, I am trying
to regain what my father left behind. The
stories that Farrar sings about, while not
about my family, capture the spirit of what
it means to be country. It is all so much
fa~ade of the
more honest than the slick facade
of·pop.
city and the soft edges of
pop.
If
IflI hold on to anything about America,
it is Americana:
Americana : the spirit, the soul of this
country.
country. Nothing attaches me more to that
than the slow unwinding of a steel guitar, the strains of a fiddle, and the intense, yet
subtle, emotion of Farrar’s
Farrar's voice. It takes
neighme back to the days when my closest neigh
bor was eight miles away. Their pigs ran
scatwild through the yard. Their cars were scat
tered and neglected, like monuments
monument s in a
park, brown with the patina of rust. It takes
me back to days when I rode shotgun in
onr Ford)
the “workhorse”
"workhorse " (the name for our
with the window down,
down , two feet not quite
touching the floor and the wind took my
troubles away.
by Jonathan
Davis
Jonathan Davis
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What’s pottery lllean
mean to you?
What's
"'

~

'

'

the club is open to everyone at all times.
When the club fliers say "All
“All are members
necessardon't necessar
of the Pottery Club,”
Club," they don’t
This is the third year of existence for ily mean that every student, faculty and
Covenant’s
Covenant's Pottery Club. And yet students staff member is listed somewhere on the
still don’t
don't seem to understand when it meets Pottery Club roster, but rather that they are
any all invited to participate at any time.
who's involved or anyor what it does or who’s
“Nobody’s an official member,”
member," says
thing else, for that matter. Never fear. Here "Nobody's
mem
comes your friendly neighborhood Bagpipe Willison. “Everybody’s
"Everybody's an unofficial memreporter to the rescue. The pen is mightier ber.”
ber." And other than their workshops, the
It’s located on
than the sword indeed, and this article is club has no official hours. It's
intended to slay the notorious dragon of the bottom floor of the Art Barn and any
pottery ignorance which has held our ill1;1sillus time that any student feels like working with
trious community in its clutches for so clay, they are welcome to go down there
and start. If the Art Barn is locked, then
long. En garde!
There have already been two two-day students just need to find Willison or Wes
workshops this year intended to provide Hollowell, who have keys. More people will
students with a chance to learn how to work be receiving keys shortly so it will be easier
supPot- than ever to gain access to the pottery sup
with clay. And later this semester, the Pot
tery Club will be bringing in a professional plies. ·
"I saw a need
So why a Pottery Club? “I
potter by the name of Jeff Rogers to work
with students. He is also providing the club for people to be able to express themselves
clay,” explains Willison.
with assistance as they build a kiln this · with the medium of clay,"
There's no other
it's very important. There’s
"I think it’s
year. "We
“We think it’s
gas-fire “I
it's going to be a gas-firt:
3-D art at the school. I’d
I'd like to be able to
downdraft kiln,”
kiln," says club president,
make it a class. I've
I ’ve talked it over with Mr.
founder, leader, and teacher Ty Willison.
For any students that are interested, Kellogg and the school and they were able

RogerstofeadFoteyClub workshops
On October 29, November 5, and No
vember 12, there will be workshops taught
by Jeff Rogers, who is considered by
many to be a master potter, from 8:00p.m.
till 10:00 p.m. on all three nights. Every
one is welcome to come to the Art Barn
and learn about all forms of ceramic tech
nique.
Jeff Rogers started doing pottery
when he was twenty years old while at
tending Covenant College. He fell in love
with the clay medium and went to be an
apprentice to Charles Counts at Rising

Fawn Pottery and lived in a tee-pee. In
1987, he left the states to study ceramics
in France for a few years. Afterwards, he
opened a successful studio in Flintstone,
Georgia, called Faith/Works Pottery. He
has taught numerous pottery classes and
workshops. He has a passion for excel
lency and craftsm anship and is best
known for his salt glaze works. His work
is displayed in galleries across the coun
try. Don’t miss these exciting opportuni
ties to learn the art of ceramics here at
Covenant College’s Pottery Club!

Shakespeare's
Beatrice (Meggin Hayes) and Benedick (Lucas Fitts) spar verbally in rehearsal for Shakespeare’s
Much Ado About Nothing. Performances will be November 18-20.
Note:
Conrade.and spelled Scot Redpath's
incorrectly, with two'T’s.
two'1"s.
name,lncorrectly,
Aeq)alh's name,
asConrade,and
Woll as
omitted Mason Wolf
play omitted
1he play
on the
article on
issue's article
last issue’s
Nola: last

C.Tyler Willison

Caleb Monroe
A&E
editor
A&Eeditor

A potter at the wheel plies his mud

to offer us an adjunct professor. The only
problem is we have no idea who that propro
be."
fessor would be.”
To join, there is no need for money,
skill, experience, or any official process for
becoming a member. Just show up and do
sugit. The club is currently open to any sug
gestions for a name.
June Webb is one of the Covenanters
participating in the Pottery Club this year.
Does she enjoy it? “Yes.”
"Yes." What has she

“A pot.”
pot." Does she have any
made so far? "A
experience? “No.”
"No." Why does she do it?
“It’s
"It's very therapeutic. My goal for Pottery
Club is to make each of my roommates somesome
mom."
thing nice, and something for my mom.”
So the next time you feel the urge to
get messy,
messy; relax, run your hands across
~nd slimy, or just relieve
something smooth and
your frustrations by punching
punchini the lights
out of a block of clay, be sure to consider
the Pottery Club.

New film club sets sights high
Eric Towers
A&E
editor
A&Eeditor
Covenant College’s
College's newly formed film
club, Not Quite Amish Productions, recently
held its first meeting to explain the club’s
club's
yeai:.
purpose and discuss goals for the year.
Caleb Monroe, the club’s
club's founder,
started NQAP because, “I
’ve always
"I've
wanted to make movies. This summer I
worked on a movie, and I realized it
wouldn’t
wouldn't be that far of a stretch at all to get
a bunch of students together and to have
fun making a movie.”
movie."
For not being “that
stretch,” MonMon
"that far of a stretch,"
roe has set some pretty lofty goals for the club.
NQAP hopes to shoot and produce an
entirely original full-length film by the end
of the school year. The finished product will
be sent to film festivals around the country.
Stu
Monroe requested $6678 from the Student Association of Covenant College
(SACC) for the club’s
club's budget. NQAP was
granted $400.
To compensate, NQAP is engaging in
an ambitious fund raising effort.
“We’re sending out letters. We're
We’re talk
talk"We're
ing to businesses and larger corporations,
trying to get sponsored,”
sponsored," said Monroe.
The high budget covers the one-time
cost of purchasing equipment and to record
an all-original soundtrack for the film.
Monroe wants to shoot the movie “on
"on

a DBC digital camera, one with a Pro-mist _
... It gives it
that
filter. We’d
at...
We'd have to order th
a more diffused, softer film-like look, but
resoyou still have that really high digital reso
lution.” The digital camera would also be
lution."
considerably cheaper than actual film.
If the club cannot raise the necessary
funds for a digital camera, it also has avail
available a high-8 camera, which requires some
minor repairs, to fall back on. “It’s
prob"It's prob
ably the first evolutionary step up after VHS
Monroe.
as far a camcorders go,”
go," said Monroe.
NQAP is accepting script submissions
until October 28. The selected script will be
announced October 31. The club’s
tentaclub's tenta
tive shooting schedule is to begin in No
November and finish up around mid-February.
mid-February.
The following months will be spent in post
postproduction. The soundtrack will be re
recorded in the third week of January and
will feature primarily local unsigned talent.
The movie’s
movie's official release will occur some
time in April if all goes as planned.
Monroe hopes the club will provide
students “a
some"a chance to be exposed to some
doesn't provide for them.
thing Covenant doesn’t
We don’t
don't have much here as far as arts go.
We don’t
commudon't have much here as far as commu
nications go, although we are working on
unt'l
getting a communications major. But until
then this is sort of a chance for students tp
t
see if [movie making] is something they
the :;;:.
might be interested in.”
in."
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Caleb Monroe
A&Eeditor
A&E
editor

they used to all be able to fit comfortably
into those gold lamae coats that DeMoss’s
DeMoss's
mom had sewn for them.
them .
The group arrived here on Wednes
Wednesday, and practiced Thursday and Friday
before performing for the students and
alumni Friday night. DeMoss spoke in
chapel Thursday and Friday on pop cul
culture and sexuality, and Rarig hosted chapel
the following Monday. These guys are
more than just crazy musicians, ladies and ·
They're also some wonderful
gentlemen. They’re
models .
role models.
So did they attend Burning at the Stage
Saturday to witness the sort of musical tal
talCovenant's pouring out these
ent that Covenant’s
days? Unfortunately, no. Instead they took
the opportunity to hang out together, like
old times, but this time with the addition of
didn't play mu
wives and children. "If
“If we didn’t
music at all, we would still be good friends,”
friends,"
says Collins. “If
"If this thing never happens
again ... well, we just enjoyed our time to
again...
together so much. And the interaction of our
kids."
kids.”

Their friends and families know
them as Tim Collins, Dan Bockert, Rev
Reverend Robert Haymes, Bob DeMoss,
DeMoss,
Steve Rarig, Gary Helriger, and Steve
Adams, but the hallowed halls of Cov
Covenant remember them as Diamond Dan
and the Cut Gems, formed in the Sev
Sevcollege's annual
enties by and for the college’s
Fifties nights.
"We
Fif“We had participated in some Fif
ties nights before the group formed, but
then Dan came and he was an experi
experiman," says Collins. "And
enced front man,”
“And
there have been others who have
played with us along the way, like a
guy named Bob Womack."
Womack.”
And when did they reform? The
•, Alumni Board and CAB contacted each
One from the archives: the Cut Gem crew, circa 1978
of them back at the beginning of the
spring to propose the idea. Some of them
Burning, from page 4
key"
key” (which in no way endorses the breakbreak had a little catching up to do, but for the
backup for Janis Joplin's
Joplin’s ''Take
‘Take a Little Piece ing of contract, boys and girls), "Sham“Sham most part they had all stayed in contact.
For
of My Heart."
Heart.” The dancers were so inspired rock,"
rock,” and "Paradoxical
“Paradoxical Blessings."
Blessings.” Say example, Steve Rarig’s
Rarig's wife’s
wife's
by this little number that they moved their that three times fast! Then try it with a
father was the pastor of the
dancing from the grassy area to the side of Southern accent. At the end, Cox enlisted
church that the Collins have atat
the stage to right up there in the spotlight the help of the entire audience to sing
tended since they moved to
with Trimmier and company.
"Happy
“Happy Birthday"
Birthday” to Dan Polk, now 23 Colorado Springs. So even
Ben Crist(drums),
Crist (drums), Grant Withington (vo(vo years of age.
though the Rarigs were mis
miscals, guitar), Brian Walton (guitar), and Dan
Chris Ammons graced us with an apap _sionaries in Australia, they
Henry (bass) smashed onto the scene next pearance next. He sang the catchy were
able to keep in touch.
with Radiohead's
Radiohead’s "Black
“Black Star."
Star.” Then Crist, "Tripwire,"
“Tripwire,” a solid little country number,
Where are the band mem
memWithington, Walton, and hallmates Nate and a song echoing of separation: "800
“800 bers these days? T
h ey ’re
They're
Early, Scott Anderson, and Daniel Cohey prepre miles."
miles.” The lips of the audience moved with salesmen,
salesm en,
pastors,
pastors,
sented an enthusiastic, entertaining, and Ammons as he covered the chorus of "800
“800 editors
... the list goes on. And
editors...the
tempting (Crist and Cohey did take their shirts miles."
miles.” Unfortunately, due to time concon · they come from Colorado
c lo s e /
oft)
off) Second South favorite: "Ice
“Ice Ice Baby."
Baby.”
straints, the audience was cheated out of Springs, Chattanooga, Nash
NashTrimmier was then joined by Marty hearinganymoreof
hearing any more of Ammons'
Ammons’ folk-charged ville, Lafayette, Richmond,
Marquis
M arquis for an entrancing version of creations.
&
Signal Mountain, and Perth,
"Amazing
“Amazing Grace"
Grace” based on Ani Difranco’s
Difranco's
Dan Polk showed next for four wonder
wonder- Australia. Luckily Rarig is on
of the classic hymn
hymn..
version o(
ful
ful songs: "Letters
“Letters from Delphine,"
Delphine,” "Daddy's
“Daddy’s furlow, which provided the
Marquis then went solo with "Tor“Tor Money,"
Money,” "Chapel
“Chapel Hill,"
Hill,” and "Summer's
“Summer’s group with a chance for every
Located
L
ocated in the sm
all business center
center
small
nado," "Gaucho"
nado,”
“Gaucho” (a little story about a End."
End.” The crowd really got into these songs. old member to participate in
1/2
block
1/2 b
lock left ooff the Favorite Market
Patagonia cowboy), and "Time."
“Time.” Josh It was a crow_
crowdd that had dwindled somewhat this new incarnation of an old
Green lent accordion assistance next for a from its earlier size, but it was still strong, Covenant group.
thought-provoking warning about the poipoi responding to the familiar sounds of Polk's
Polk’s
You may have noticed
sonous crabs of the desert found in the guitar with enthusiasm. He has a CD, folks, some pretty advanced show
showlichen-covered hills of the West. You can so if you liked what you heard, mention it to manship for a Covenant show.
take them to the arctic or stick them in the Mike Hardie and you could own your very Blinding flashes of light, ex
exmic_rowave, but they still won't
microwave,
won’t die. Chris own Dan Polk album.
plosions of confetti, and the
No need to go off
Ammons helped out for Marquis'
Marquis’ final numnum
Last, but definitely not least, came Matt like. The group had known Bill
mountain!
ber, playing the lap steel guitar for "Melan“Melan Novenson (vocals, guitar) with Taylor Long Higgins, and as they recon
reconcholy."
choly.” Always conscious of Covenant's
Covenant’s (violin) and Carrie Stewart (vocals). They vened for Homecoming week
weekcommitment to academic excellence, MarMar performed "Fallen
“Fallen Man,"
Man,” "Psalm
“Psalm 23,"
23,” and end, he suggested that they
quis was sure to provide us with more than the ever-young, ever-stirring “Come
"Come Thou could rig some special effects.
just music. He also gave a voc¥Julary
vocabulary lesles Fount of Every Blessing."
Blessing.”
Once, back in the day, the band
son. The word? Apodictic
Apodictic.. The meaning?
A fairly appropriate end, because if did manage to get some dry
820-9223
Irrefutable.
Irrefutable.
Burning at the Stage proved nothing else, ice and a beaker from the
Great professional haircuts, sun streaks,
Senior Class President Vaden Cox was it proved that Covenant was blessed with Chemistry
Department for use
color wash, body w
aves, manicures,
more than just an organizer of Burning at musical talent. Take an interest in your felwaves,
fel in “Love
"Love Potion #9.”
#9 ." Wearing
pedicures & waxing.
the Stage. He was also a performer. He low students'
students’ music. They just might be a lab coat, Collins presented
stepped up to the mic with three distinctly famous one day. Then you can say you
Located
Located in sm
all business aarea
re a 1/2
small
the smoking vial to Bockert as
Southern songs next: "Tennessee
“Tennessee WhisWhis knew them way back when
when..
__ block left of
o f Fav.
a rk e t.
F'.av. M
the song was performed. And
Market.

Fairlvlan
d Cleaners
FairlyUmd

820-9952
laundrv
laundry & Orv
Dry
Cleaning
/f

1/ conveniently
conveniently

closet

'We
treatvou
"We treat
you&your
vour
clothes with care."
care.”

Looking for a
great haircut?

No need to go off the
mountain!

FAIRLYL AIVD
FAJRLYLAJSTD
STYLE
ST Y L E CE.N"TE
CEN TER
R

sports
seorts
Kingwin
Kingwin keepsplayoffhopesalive ''living
“Living to Run, Running to live''
Live”
15 -
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cans all year and she definitely sets the tone
in the box, drawing a penalty kick. With David Kaufmann
for the team."
An Guest writer
team.”
·. the crowd on its feet team captain AnRunning hurts. Why do we do it?
thony Tucker was able to drive the PK
U hhhh...good
"Running
... good question. Why do some
The Scots men's
“Running at the speed of light starts to hurt Uhhhh
men’s soccer team was home for the early lead. Though the
able to keep their playoff hopes alive Scots'
that’s why he people choose grated over non-grated
S cots’ defense held tough behind your knees after a while, I think that's
Don’t
“the Wall"
Wall” Krieg, King had to slow to a 27:55,"
27:55,” co-captain Wil Meiners Parmesan cheese in the pasta line? Don't
with a crucial victory over King College keeper Mark "the
“Running is utter
last Saturday. The Scots rallied behind was able to put one goal in the-net
the net early explained speaking of freshman standout Josh know, probably never will. "Running
hayin' ," said Matt Kimbrell
a huge homecoming and parents'
Turner’s race. In fact, everyone on the men's
men’s lunacy, yu naw ut I hayin’,”
parents’ weekweek in the second half on a break away Turner's
end crowd to hold on for a two to one counter attack. From that point on, the cross-country team had solid performances at when asked of his thoughts on running.
you're running along
bar- the race in Versailles, Kentucky on October 3. Vaden Cox warned, "If
“If you’re
victory in their do or die game, with playplay Scots stormed back with a constant bar
off hopes on the line. The atmosphere rage of seemingly endless corner kicks Sophomore Pete Herron crossed the line in just the edge of a volcano and you drop your
lava, just let it go, 'cause
‘cause
at Scotland Yard was festive, with the and long throw-ins from Halvorson and under 29 minutes while Jordan Ross, Wil watch in the molten lava,just
it’s gone!"
gone!” Guod,
Good, Vaden. To be a runner
largest crowd on hand in recent memory, Jason Trimiew. Finally, Brown was able Meiners, and Dan Emerson all broke 30 minutes. man, it's
including the sound of bagpipes, to capitalize, giving the Scots a lead that Dave Kaufmann and Matt Shapiro almost broke is to be one of the elect, the running elect; we
don’t really choose to run, some mysterious
30 minutes, and Rob Peck, Eddie Trygar, Ian don't
drums, and roaring Braveheart-clad they were able to hold onto.
' Now the Scots must play the wait"warrior poet"
wait Work, and Jeremy "I
“I will close my eyes next time force causes us to run and when we run we
“warrior
poet” fans. This energy in the
stands combined with the adrenaline ing game until they hear if their efforts I see a snow ball coming"
coming” Toole all ran under 32 are fully alive. We care not for the mucusfrom the players'
players’ playoff desperation were good enough to get them into the · minutes. Several had personal records for their filled quid that rests on our chests, we do not
led to the winning combination that had tournament. Defender Jason Trimiew careers and all had their best races for the seasea heed oncoming traffic, we pay no mind to
our shorts being very short, or that our legs
been lacking in the past few games.
says that they will spend the next few son.
(we'll
11have to gang shave Ian and
Freshman phenom Kristyn Borger put toTheKingvictoryputtheScots'
and remaining games "trying
“trying to
to are shaved (we’
The King victory put the Scots’ overover weeks artd
all record at five wins, six losses, and one work on finishing with some golden gether a strong perfomance running a 19:30 five- Eddie, DISSENTERS), because life is simple
). Junior transfer Jenn · Jwhen we run. Life melts into the essentials
miles).
tie. Their conference record now stands opportunities and we did that today."
today.” kilometer race (3.1 miles·
at three wins and three loses. This win Crossman also pointed to the future Balch ran a 21:
13 and
~nd se~ior
21:13
senior cap~ain
captain Carolyn and we are keenly focused on what me must
Whether it be interinter
“had four or five good came in at 21
does not guarantee a spot in the TV
AC saying that they "had
:50. Kristen has finished near ltJe
21:50.
the , do for a particular run. Wh~ther
TVAC
vals
on
the
track,
a
long
run
at
the
better." The Scots lead in every race we have had so far but she
tournament, but it does give the Scots a matches left to get better.”
will
hope
for
the
best
as
they
continue
fairly good chance to extend their season
still knows as though she is capable of much Chickamauga Battlefield, a tempo run to Point
ark and back, or a recovery run on the crossPark
cross
into the playoffs. The future is now out of · to train and ·prepare
prepare for their possible more. Coach David Taylor spoke highly o.fher:
of her: ·P
“Kristyn has been running with the All-Ameri- country trails, we all share a love for running
"Kristyn
their hands. It is dependent upon the oub
out -- tournament action.
that is undeniable. But running hurts, a lot.
come of other conference games not inin ·
This is my third year of running for CovCov
volving the Scots that will be played this
enant and the number of .people
people who don't
don’t
dvance
month. In order for the Scots to 4advance
l
is am.azes
amazes Jlle.
me. ReRe
to the tournament they need Milligan to Nick Herndon
Most scholarships for athletes at that level know what cross-country JS
person
me,
“Do
guys
cently
one
p~rson
asked
"Do
you
beat Tennessee Wesleyan. There is no Sports editor
are athletic scholarships, coming directly
for cross-country?"
cross-country?”
doubt that the results of these games will
from the team budget. This means that in throw the shot put for·
Cross-country
sport
that
't:ross-c6untry
is
purely
a
running
sp'
ort tl)at
be anxiously anticipated.
Rumors have been going around re order to recruit top players, every athletic
is not run on a track. It is scored like golf, not
Saturday’s contest, like almost all cently that Covenant College might make the program would need more money.
Saturday's
score
of this year's
year’s matches, was highly comcom jump from NAIA division II to NCAA divi
This is where the difference between basketball. The team with the lowest s~ore
petitive. In the past weeks the Scots sion II or III. “There has been a lot of talk NCAA division II and III comes in. NCAA wins and the top five runners for each team
have "out-played
“out-played several opponents about it,” said Ken Brooks, head men’s bas division III schools are not allowed to give make up that score according to their place
result,” ketball co^ch. “Because the college is expe athlctic scholarships, only academic schol in the race. Say there are 100 runners in a race
and haven’t
haven't gotten the better result,"
team’s top five runners
said Coach Crossman. The team had lost riencing tremendous growth, we’ve asked arships or grants. “A lot of division III and the places for a team's
their last three games prior to Saturday's
Saturday’s the question, ‘what does that mean for our schools give tremendous financial aid pack are 8, 12, 25, 30, and 45th, by adding those
victory by just one goal, two of those athletic future?’ ” Brooks said.
ages,” Brooks said. He continued, “divi places together that team receives a score of
points. Although times are important,
loses in sudden death overtime. EchoEcho
“Right now we are a thousand students sion III schools have a lot of tradition, a lot 120
ing
ing Crossman, Senior Sweeper Kurt including graduate students. We could be a of alumni backing. We may not have that what really counts is what the places are.
The coaching savvy and great wealth of
Halvorson said that the Scots "had
“had the 1500 student school in four to five years, as division III tradition.”
knowledge in David Taylor has rerunning
re
better play in most of their conference compared to a 500 student school just a few
“As an NAIA school, Covenant is in the
turned
to
team
year
after
a
the
this
he
took
execut years ago,” Brooks said. What this could middle—-we give some athlctic, some aca
games, but had just had trouble executfast
ing in the end."
end.” Coming into the King mean for the school is, of course, more pres demic scholarships,” Brooks said. “I think the break from coaching for a year. He is the fastmatch they were in a must win situation tige and recognition. “NCAA is the top or men’s basketball team is right now compa est runner Covenant has ever had with a time
o f25:45.
of25
:45. While assistant coach Travis Knight
to keep playoff hopes alive.
ganization, especially division I. If you rable to an NCAA division III program.”
valu
much
slower than that, he is still a valuran
With this pressure on their shoulshoul compete in the NCAA national tournament,
This is not yet, however, a sure thing.
ders the Scots were able to come they reimburse all costs. We would be lucky “Right now, they’re just looking, doing re able asset to the team. Taylor gave his
through behind the powerful right foot to get reimbursed fifty percent by the NAIA. search,” Brooks said. Obviously there are thoughts on the teams and the remaining
“Both teams are coming together and
of Richard Brown who was able to break The NCAA is a higher level of competition,” strong arguments from both sides— the big season: "Both
are
gaining
confidence; as long as we can
a one to one tie with 16 minutes left on Brooks said.
question is, how much money would ath
fin
stay
healthy
and
injury-free, then we can finthe clock. Of the 35-yard shot Brown
What it also means for the school is letics eventually need? If the college does
shape.”
said that he just "looked
“looked up and saw more costs to keep the athletic programs continue to grow quickly, a move up will ish the season in strong shape."
Col • it iti
We will be holding our Covenant Colthat the far post was open and I just hit competitive. “In order to be competitive, we inevitably be made. But would it be wise to
0:30 .,
in.” All have to have enough money,” Brooks said. rush that move? According to Brooks, “a lege Invitational Saturday, October 24 at I10:30
it and hoped that it would go in."
1
inter ',p
<- ' "
that was left after that was the dancing. “If the college is not willing to resource us, jump to NCAA would be a big jump— it a.m., and I would invite any who are inter)J--i
The whole match wasn't
wasn’t quite as easy it could be a tremendous disadvantage.” It would also be a huge jum p in budget ested in seeing what this running is all about ·
to come cheer for us on the Highlands socsoc ·' '
as Richard may make it sound.
would be a disadvantage particularly if Cov needs,” something that should be carefully
cer field. Until then, yield to the runner.
The scoring opened in the first half enant made the jump to NCAA division II. considered before being decided upon.
after Steven Hitchcock got tripped up

BenHarper
Ben Harper
Guest writer
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those that do not have it
il and given to those
state's
that do, with no overall benefit to the state’s
education rates.
The lottery is unquestionably a govgov
ernment monopoly. And there is a distinct
market that this monopoly handcuffs: the
'victims' of the lottery are the poor, minori‘victims’
minori
ties, underage gamblers, and senior citizens.
The very individuals that are most often in
need of help are the ones being preyed upon.
Government’s
Government's gain is their loss. The poor
are much more apt to buy into the hope of a
winning ticket than those who already live
comfortably are. People of all income levels
play the lottery, but those living at lower
income levels are the most affected thus the
regressive nature of the lottery. Goodman
says, “It
"It is a desperate but vain attempt to
survive. But the odds of winning are so cruel
that the lottery turns out to be theft by concon

sent.”
sent." Many studies have proven that as
income decreases, lottery buying increases:
four out of every ten players in California
counare unemployed, three of the poorest coun
ties in New Mexico ranked in the top ten
best-selling lottery ticket markets, and one
in six players in Virginia have incomes of
$15,000
less
15,000 and one in five have never
Jess than $
finished high school.
outThe disadvantages of a lottery far out
addicweigh the advantages. The cost of addic
tions must be considered-of
considered—of the 40,000 calls
to the Council on Compulsive Gambling
adHotline (1996), 52% were from adults ad
dicted to playing the lottery. Undoubtedly,
this type of gambling leads to addictions,
resulting in individuals ending up homeless,
jobless, etc. Illegal gambling and crime rates
conincense. Joseph Napolitan, a ·political
political con
gamsultant instrumental in instituting legal gam
bling confessed apologetically:

Lady Scots shoot for title
Nick Herndon
Sports editor
With a win on October 10 over King Col
lege, Covenant’s women’s soccer team im
proved to 6-5 overall and 4 -1 in the conference.
Their 2-1 win over King came as a boost to the
Lady Scots, who have never lost a conference
game at home. “It was good because we still
have a chance to host the conference tourna
ment if Tennessee Wesleyan beats Milligan,”
said Bethany Franks, forward for the Lady Scots.
The win improved the team’s chances to
host the TVAC tournament, a considerable ad
vantage for the Lady Scots. “We’ve hardly lost
home games. When you’re at home, and you
have the ball running down the line and some
one screams your name, it just spurs you on to
play harder,” Franks said.
Whether hosts or not, one disadvantage
that the Lady Scots could face in the playoffs is
their relative lack of experience. “We have a lot
of young players, and it makes a difference,”
Franks said. “A lot of players are in positions
they’re not used to playing.” However, the lead
ership of team captains Stacey Ogburn, Rachel
Powell, and Maija Iverts should be a good bal
ance to any inexperience on the field.
At this point, the worst possible scenario
for the Lady Scots is an away tournament, which
would still leave the door open for a TVAC cham
pionship and trip to the nationals. The ideal situ
ation would be, obviously, to play at home.
“There’s a big possibility we have to play away
for conference. It would be good to play at
home, because we’ve hardly lost home games.”
Franks said. Either way, the Lady Scots are well
on their way to another TVAC championship.
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cre“We
"We assumed [gambling] would cre
ate thousands of new jobs, revitalize the
city, restore its economic strength, and
make it a better place to live. Within these
years, the crime rate tripled, taking us from
fiftieth in the nation in per capita crime to
infirst. The number of homeless people in
creased by 2000 percent. Property values
dropped. More people went on welfare.
num
Shelters were jammed. An unseemly number of teenagers became gambling addicts.
Prostitution was rampant.”
rampant."
probAnyone who thinks economic prob
closing
is
gambling
by
lems can be solved
his or her eyes reality. We made a mistake.
It can destroy the heart and soul of a city.
America has always been a country of
the free person—the
person-the free individual who
can feel secure that his or her freedoms are
protected. Surely the American government
should not be sponsoring activities that

work against individuals and that regressively tax them. The results of this game
have come in. And there is not winnerwinner—
economically, morally, or politically.

Elections, from page 110o
place Democrat Senator Wendall Ford.
Finally on senatorial
sena~orial races an exchange
of seats is expected. In Ohio, John Glenn
(D) will likely be replaced by Republican
IndiGovernor George Voinovich, and in Indi
ana Republican Dan Coats probably will
be replaced by Democratic Governor Evan
Bayh.
Voter turnout is important. Christian
voter turnout is even more important. Be sure
to consider carefully the candidates in your
area and cast your vote on November 3.

m ailroom
Behind the scenes in the 1Dailroo1D
Thomas Andreas
Guest writer
Whether
W
hether it is
waking up a hall of
the opposite sex at
som
e unearthly
unearthly
some
hour of the morning
or stealing
stealing their
during
clothes
chapel, pranks have
always been an in
integral part of college
life. They have been
used to take rere
venge, build hall
unity, and to just
have fun. However,
not all pranks are
seen by the entire college community.
One in particular is the mailbox prank.
prank.
Imagine, if you will, that you check your
mailbox to find .one
one of those coveted pack
package slips. You were not expecting a pack
package. Your excitement grows. Who is it
from? What is it? Cookies from your
mother? Something special from your girl
girlfriend or boyfriend? Perhaps some money
from your grandparents? You rush to the
lawindow and give one of the mailroom la
dies
di~s your slip. She descends into the dark
recesses of the mailroom and shuffles
through the packages on those mysteri
mysterious shelves. You receive a small box with
no postal mark, no name, nothing to re
reveal its origin.
origin . Who is this secret friend?

exPerhaps an admirer who is too shy to ex
press their undying devotion to you? You
trepidatiously cut the tape with
'.Yith your keys
to find packing peanuts. Something frag
fragile and delicate. How thoughtful. You start
digging through the packing peanuts un
until your hand touches something soft. You
gently grasp the object and pull it loose
from its prison. You scream, drop the obob
beject, and promptly pass out. Lo and be
hold, your ·archenemy
archenemy sent you a dead
mouse.
mouse.
There are many other mailbox pranks.
Perhaps it is ordering someone twenty
magazine subscriptions. Perhaps you re
received a Victoria’s
Victoria's Secret catalog that you
never wanted and have no use for, espe
espe-

cially you guys.
Occasionally there
may be a note with
Someno name. Some
one, whose name
anonywill remain anony
mous to protect the
guilty, recently rere
ceived a bottle of
wash .
body wash.
W
h a te v er
Whatever
you decide to do,
you must remem
remember that you in volve other people
in
your
evil
schemes. The la
lain
the
dies
Cherith
Johnson
sort
room
mail
CherithJohnson
m ailroom
sort
through thousands of letters and pack
packages every week. They weed out all the
letters that are still coming
corning for people
who graduated ten years ago. All of
those memos and handbooks that you
receive were copied by them. Remem
Remernber
be_r that when you carelessly throw
away the latest announcement from stu
student council. The ladies do not want to
smell your dead animal. They have no
desire to distribute hundreds of maga
magazine subscriptions that will never be
used and may be offensive to some.
some. So
be kind and put box numbers on your
mail. Request that others do the same.
And maybe you won’t
won't be the next one
with a dead mouse.

